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"Li" means neighborhoods, "Long" means lanes. These two words combine to 

describe an urban housing fom which characterizes the city of Shanghai. Indissociable 

fiom the growth of Shanghai nom 1840s to 1949, lilong settlements stül comprise the 

majority of housing stock in the city center today. Inhented Wtional  dwelling patterns 

prevailing in the southeast China, profound transformation due to drastic social changes 

during tbat era produced lilong housing. Though, these transformation were 

demonstrated by the evolution of lilong's house forms, the sealement's general 

organization pattem persisted. 

Lilong settlement, as a low-rise, ground-reiated housing pattern, has many 

advantageous features: hierarcbical spatial organhtion network, separation of public and 

private zones, high degree of safety control, strong sense of neighborly interaction and 

social cohesiveness, and so on. These factors make the lilong neighborhoods a pleasant 

place to live and hence they are loved by local populace. 

This thesis traces the evolution of lilong settlement foms in response to social 

transformation, and analyzes its indigenous design features and urban characteristics. As 

an ultimate goal, this thesis also explores the key characteristics of this settlement pattem, 

and the valuable experience that could be drawn as reference in contemporary housing 

design. 



"Li" s i m e  l'entourage a "long" signifie nidle. L'ensemble de ces deux mots 

représentent un type d'habitation qui caractérise ia d e  de Shanghai. "Lilong" a &st& 

avec k développement de Shanghaï de 1840 A 1949, comprenant la tnajoRtC de 

l'habitation du centre die. Les maisons rüong" ont hént6 une forme traditionelle 

résidentielie dans la région sud-est de Ir Chine et la n9nSformaîion dnstique de l'époque. 

L'établissement de %long", comme une forme de bâtiment résidentielie populaire 

a de nombreux avantages: l'organhtion hiérarchique de l'espace, m o n  entre les 

espaces publiques et privés, l'interaction sociale des voisins, etc. Les qualités des maisons 

Wong" créent une atmosphère agrtable d'baôiition qui est bien aimé par les habitants. 

Cette thèse examine l'évolution de l'hblissement des mrisoac "lilong" au point de 

vue des transfomations soc im et elle d s e  ces caractères urbains et indigènes. 

Finalement, cette thèse explore les aspects importants de ces types d'habitation qui 

peuvent être utilisé dans la planification des projets residentiels contemporains. 
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BACKGROUND 

Lilongs, the small court-yard housing is named after through the principles of 

circulation in their utban organhtion: "Li" means neighborhood, "Long" meam s m d  

lanes. Their origin lies in the spatial concept and construction in traditional Southeast 

Chinese dweiiings. Their interior plans evolved as life styles became Westernized. They 

were the earliest type of mass commodity housing in Chinese history (Wang, 1989, p.4) . 
Their density increased under the extreme circumstances of the growing metropolis of 

Shanghai fiom 1870 onwards. Since then, they were built in a large scale in the center of 

this city, and accounted for 60% of the total dwelling areas by 1949 (Wagn, 1989, p.6). 

A lilong settlement generally varies in size fiom 0.35 to 5.0 hectares. Its housing 

ULZits are two or three storied high, attached side by side, having one side lane at the fkont 

and another service lane at the back. The whole settlement has a couple of main lanes, 

used as the major circulation passages, which are accessible fiom the commercial streets. 

The side laws, leading to each housing unîts, connect to the main lanes. The clear, 

rational stmcture of a lilong settlement give a high degree of security and quietness to its 

intemal living environment, contras, to its noisy urban surrounding dominated by 

commercial developments. The fiont housing units along the perimeter of a lilong 

settlement are generally converted to shops which maintain the continuity of commercial 

activities along the streets. Some housing units inside the settlement have also integrated 

srnall-scaled, home-based businesses to provide the daily amenities of the entire 

community. 

According to the difference in its basic unit- a house model, and the condition 

under which they have emerged, lilongs are basically classified into five types. They are: 

1) the Old Shi-ku-men Lilongs, 2) the New Shi-ku-men Lilongs, 3) the New-- 



Lilongs, 4) the Garden Lilongs, and 5) the Apartment Lilongs. The evolution of lilongs 

fiom a traditional Chinese dwelling prototype to a more Westernized pattern is obvious in 

the sequential study of these five types. However, this drastic transformation was not 

ody a result of the increasing penetration of Western cultures into this port city, but also 

an inevitable outcome of the local social and economic changes. The development of 

economy, the rise of land speculation, the growth of population, and the disintegration of 

traditional extended faL11ilies aAer the collapse of the Chinese Empire in 191 1, ail 

contributed to this trend. However, regardless of the evolution of iîs basic house models, 

the general pattern of the settlement form persisted. The traditional spatial concept 

remained in the overall composition of this settlement form. 

RATIONALE 

Lilong housing has king in existence for over 140 years. Except the earliest built 

ones, the majority of lilong housing will keep in use for the next several decades due to a 

sharp housing shortage in this city. Its many advantages, like spatial economy, efficient 

interna1 organization framework, convenient local service, high degree of safety control, 

and strong social cohesiveness within the community, has cultivated a dynamic but 

hannonious living atmosphere, the factors found missing in many contemporary housing 

development. 

However, lilong housing are increasingly under intense commercial pressure. 

Due to fast development of Shanghai since the adoption of the "Open-door Policy" 

started in 1980, the economy has greatly developed. The commercial land speculation in 

center Shanghai has become so high that this low4se pattern of residential settlements is 

facing strong challenges of urban renewal. Lack of maintenance and old age of these 

structures ais0 causes problem. This situation presents serious challenge for architects 

and planners in their endeavor of preservation of this traditional housing architecture. 

A comprehensive study of lilong housing - a well-documented report of the 

various types of its physical form, and an architectural analysis of its indigenous spatial 



pattern and advantageous design features - wiil help understanding of lilongs' 

architectural, histonc and culturai values. This understanding is crucial to the work of 

improviag existing Lilongs, and ais0 essential for building of new housing projects which 

are humane, and pleasant living enviroaments It is from these points of view that the 

author embark on this study. 

The intended audience for the study are researchers, scholars, architects and 

plamers, and architectural students in housing field. This study will not only provide a 

comprehensive understanding of lilong housing, but also give extensive information for 

M e r  research in this field. 

GOALS 

The overail goal of this study is to provide a comprehensive understanding of 

lilong housing as a settlement pattern. Though there are many sub-goals involved to 

achieved the general goal, this thesis concentrates on the following two major tasks: 

1) Documents the various types of the physical form of lilong housing, giving an 

illustrative description of the evolution of lilongs fiom a traditional prototype to a more 

Westemized open dwelling. 

2) Conducts an architechual analysis of the various design aspects of lilong 

housing, such as density, safety, privacy, individuality, social interaction, life 

convenience, dynarnics, etc., in cornparison with contemporary housing developments, 

s~~~llllarizing its advaotages and disadvantages. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study is based on m e v i e w ,  Bse Study, and I&adysuanalvsis, which 

cm be explained as follows: 

(1)- LLimme bview 

Collect information; 

Undertake background reading; 



Carefùl review research within the same field or research and theories relevant to this 

topic; 

a Generalize the state of art. 

Prepare a Framework or format which can be followed duriog the next stage of 

d y sis; 

Prepare questionnaire for site interview; 

Travel to Shanghai, review lilong settlements; 

Search for graphic and literatural information about the wide range of lilong housing 

from certain departments, bureau and institutes; 

Select two typical lilong settlements of each type to conduct case studies; Collect the 

kt-hand idonnation fiom the sites - maps, blue prints, plans and layouts, and 

detailed grapbic idormation, etc.; and interview residents to get first source of 

information; 

(III). DatâBnalrsis 

Reproduce collected graphic information; 

Compile information; Organize information in prepared tabular framework or 

diagram; 

0 Analyze information in a regular format by following certain critena. 

0 o . S Y n t h e s i s S y n t h e s i s  

Summarize and generalize the overaii fïndings. 

SCOPES 

Lilong housing at present covers almost 40% of the total dwelling areas of this 

city. The gross areas account for 35,000,000m2 (Yu Minfei, 1992, p.148). This thesis is 

not able to cover the extensive lilong settlements, but looks at their cornmon 



characteristics and features. The cases and examples used in this thesis are dl exemplar 

and illustrative, hence the results and findings are representative and rational. 

STRUCTURE 

Chapter 1 of the thesis reviews the social, economic context of lilong housing, 

particularly the history of Shanghai from 1840s to 1949. Chapter II introduces the 

emergence, development of lilong housing, elaborating its general pattern and classi@ing 

its different types. Chapter III clarifies dBerent house models which make up the five 

types of lilongs, and examines the evolution of this settlement fom h m  a ground- 

related, court-yard pattern of tradition, to an off-ground apartment-like modern dwelling. 

Chapter IV is a narrative of 1 1 case studies of lilong settlements, examing the livability of 

each lilong, and elaborating the advantages and disadvantages of each one. Chapter V 

aoalyzes urban characteristics of lilong settlement foms, examing its density in a 

cornparison with prevalent contemporary housing development in this city. Chapter VI, 

by using contemporary Neighborhood & Comrnunity Design Principles, analyzes the 

design features of lilong housing, and summarize the valuable experience or essence that 

make this pattern of dwelling specially fond by local people. The Postscript o v e ~ e w s  

the problems in existing lilong stocks, and points out the critical importance to the 

renovation task of lilongs. 



CEAPTER 1: 

HISTORY OF SHANGHAI 

1.1 GLOBAL CONTEXT OF SHANGHAI 

The geographical location of Shanghai, combined with its navigable inland water- 

ways network had, at the t h e  of the h t  foreign treaties with China, given to the 

Chinese tom, an outstanding position in the coastal, idand, as well as overseas trades. 

This strategic position had also laid out the foundation for the fiiture growth of this city. 

At latitude 3 10 1 O' and attitude 12 1 029', Shanghai is located at about the mid- 
1 

point of the Chinese east coastline. Lying some twelve miles up the Huangpu River , 

Shanghai controls the outlet of Yangtze River - the greatest inland water highway of 

China (Fig. 1. la). As a distributhg center for the rich Yangtze Delta region of some 

750,000 square miles of good cultivated agricultural land, the city occupies two shores of 

the Huangpu River, the lower course of which is wide and deep, and admits ships of over 

10,000 d.w.t.(Yan, 1984, p.94). The Suchow Creek, hown aiso as Wu-song River, 

drains through the city fiom Tai Hu - Grand Lake - in the West and joins the Huangpu 

River (Fig. 1.1 b). The connection of Huangpu River and Su-chow Creek, dong with 

other minor waterways, is a part of the dense water network composed of the inland 

rivers and canais of the three rich provinces of Jiang-su, Zhe-jiang and An-hui (Yan, 

1984, p.94). The geographic character of this region has k e n  described by G.B. Cressey: 

"The Yangtze Plain is a land of rivers and canais. Probubly nowhere else in the 

world is there an area with so many navigable watenuays. " 

Which runs into the estuary of the Yangtze River. 



Located at the outlet of Youngtze Delta Region, Shanghai was a water town 

originally. Like other water towns in Jiang-nan area, its land rnainly composed of 

cultivated plains, lakes and water-ways. 

Within the city, five water-ways co~ected to Su-chow Creek and Huangpu River. 

The 7000 bridges in total built in the city, with some as pedestrian only, some others 

served for vehicles and bicycles, can also indicates the dense water networks within the 

city. This characteristics inherited in its naturaI geography would inevitably influence the 

civic structure and urban planning of the city. 

Talking about land transportation, Shanghai is also the meeting node of two major 

north-south railway-lines developed after the Liberation: the Beijing - Shanghai Line and 

the Shanghai - Canton Line (Fig. 1.1 b). The railway system, combined with waterway 

network, connects Shanghai with immense territory of western, northem and southem 

China. Hence, Shanghai, king the crossing node of the sea, river and land 

transportation, took on a superior geographic position which had caught the attention of 

the European travelers in 18th century. 

FAV0RARJ-E CJJMATIC & GEWiMPHlCC)NDITION 

Shanghai's climate is hfluenced altemately by cold dry air fiom inwr Asia and 

Siberia fiom the north and north-west, and by wam moist air fiom the PacEc Ocean 

fiom the south and south-est. It is tropical for one-third of the year and temperate for 

two thirds. Rainfall averages 1,200 mm annually, most of it falling during the spring and 

summer, without very marked seasonal concentration (Murphey, 1953, p43). The period 

from October to February is comparatively dry with clear skies and stimulating 

temperatures, making this the most pleasant season of the year (Fei, 1939, pl 1). Winter 

temperatures seldom &op to below freezing, hence Shanghai is the only port city that fkee 

fiom ice at al1 seasons among al1 ports in northem haif of China. Owing to the southerly 

latitude, the sumrners are subtropical with temperatures which frequently rise to 38OC. 



The average maximum temperature in summers is 37OC. and the average 

minimum temperature in winters is -7OC. The Yangtze Plain has climate conditions 

which are favorable for agriculture during most of the year so that the growing season 

lasts for about 300 days. As a result of advimtageous transportation and favorable natural 

conditions, Yangtze Delta Region graduaily became the nchest part in ternis of 

agriculture and commerce, and most advanced area in temis of economy and technology 

among ail Chinese regions. 

The Yangtze Delta region is a compound alluvial plain, the accumulation of 

sediment soi1 laid down by rivers during long ages. There are a few isolated hills, but for 

the most part, the land in this region is flat. As Murphey has described: 

"Ample level ground was u&l during the pure& cornercial phare of the ci@% 

development in ullowing adequate space for storage of g o o h  for half of China's foreign 

trade passed through Shanghai fiorn 1865 on, but it was more important in allowing the 

development of manufoturing ater 1895 ( 1  953, p.43). 

In sum, the comrnanding position of this region in Chinese economy is due partly 

to its superior natural environment and partly to its favorable position in the system of 

communications. Being a coastal region, it has become more and more important since 

the development of international trade by ocean transport. Shanghai, the sea-port of this 

region, has developed into the biggest metroplis in the Far East in the late 19th- as well 

as in the early 20th-centwyY and it hence dominated a large part of Chinese commerce 

and trades intemally and externally. 

1.2 HISTORY OF SHANGHAI - 



About four to five thousand years ago, the early Chiwse had already developed 

good skills in fishing and hunting. Later they adapted to agricdtural economy and had 

established a number of settlements in this region. With the seaward extension of the 

Yangtze Delta, new coastal flats were graduaiiy formed, and these settlements also 

extended eastwaràs. By the fourth and nfth centuries AD, during the Eastem Jin dynasty, 

the Song River (present-day Su-chow Creek) was aiready known for its prosperous 

fishing industry. During the period of the Northem and Southem dynasties (5 - 6 AD), 

the politicai focus of China shif€ed to the south, resultiag in a southward migration of 

people from their original northem temtory, brought about with t'hem more advamed 

f d g  techniques. During the Tang and Song dynasties (7 - 8 AD), large-sale civil 

projects were undertaken in the Yangtze Delta to improve the use of inland rivers, while 

shallow sea inlets were dammed and tumed into storage reservoirs. Irrigation and river 

trmsporîation were enhauced and a rapid development of fishing, salt extraction and 

fa-g with a concomitant growth in population, commerce and extemal trade took 

place (Wang, 1 989, p 16). 

In the fi& year of the Tian Bao era of the Tang dynusîy (AD 746), Qing-long 

Zhen (the Fortress of the Green Dragon), as the first Zhen in this region, was established 
3 

in the eastem part of present-day Qing-pu Xian (which is administrated by Shanghai 

today). In the tenth year of Tian Bao, Hua-ting Zhen (the Fortress of Hua-Temple) was 

established in present-day Song-jiang Xian (another Xian administrated by 

Shanghai)(Yan, 1984, p.98). The establishment of Zhen marked the growth of this region 

and the recognition of its political and economic importance by the central govemment 

(Fig. 1.2a). 

Zhen: a county. 

A Xian is also a county, but its size and administration domain are both larger than a Zhen. 



In the seventh year of the reign of Xi Ning of the Northern Song dynasiy (AD 

1074), two important traàing offices - Marine Office and Goods Control Bureau, were 

established to the north-west of Hua-ting Zhen, at about the location of today's old city of 
4 

Shanghai. This location was chosen because a nver channel, Shanghai P u  , flowed 

northwads into the Song River (Su-chow Creek) to the east of Hua-lng Zhen, and many 

sailhg vessels unloaded their goods there. Subsequently, the spot came to be known as 

Shanghai Zhen (Fig. 1.2b). During the 13th century, Shanghai Zhen replaced Qing-long 

Zhen and becarne the major port t o m  of this region. Soon after, it was declared an 

official administrative Zhen, marking the first appearance of Shanghai as a city. Both its 

population and its commerce flourished rapidly. 

in the 29th year of the Yuan enasfy (AD 1292), five villages were separated fiom 

Hua-ting Zhen to form a new Shanghai Xian which covered the present central area of the 

city(Yan, 1984, p.99). The newly formed Xian boasted a population of about 300,000, a 

large number of whom were engaged in shipping activities. Till this stage, Shanghai 

Xian, well-developing a system of commerce and trade, had gained its position as the 

leading port and econornic center in the Yangtze Delta region. 

Ilhummu 
After the establishment of Shanghai Xian, fishing and sait-extraction industry 

were the mainstays of the economy in this area, but they were gradually replaced by 

commerce and trade as navigation was M e r  developed. Ocean trade started. But in the 

mid-16th century, Shanghaixiun had k e n  fkequently attacked by pirates along the Coast 

and this led to the closing of the coastal areas to trade at one tirne, which resulted in an 

absolute decline of the port economy and the Xian's population. After years of fighting 

and finally annihilating the pirates' invasion, the ban on coastal trade was lifted in 1685. 

The following year, a Jiang-Haï (River and Sea) Customs Office was established along 

Huangpu River, collecting taxes on dutiable goods carried by ships passing-by. The 

- - 

Later on, this nver channel had gradually combined by Huangpu River. 



economy and commerce of Shanghai became active once more.(Wang, 1989, p16). The 

mainstay of the economy during this pend was local industry, e.g. cotton textiles. 

In 1842, the year before Shanghai became a treaty port, it already had a 

population of 550,000. It had developed a number of important shipping routes: the 

northem routes to Yingkou, Shannon, and Y-; the southem routes to Zhejiang, Fujian, 

Taiwan and Guangdong; the western routes to the ports along the Ymgtze River; and 

numerous other routes which made use of the Su-chow Creek, the Huangpu River and the 

Grand Canal connecting Shanghai with other coastal provinces. Although Chinese 

foreign trade was at that thne confined to Canton, overseas Chhese shipping lines were 

allowed to operate between Shanghai and Japan, Shanghai and Korea as well as Shanghai 

and Southeast Asia. The principle port area consisted of a semicircle along the Huangpu 

River, extending fiom the present South Pier to Shi-liu-pu (Yan, 1984, p. 100). The 

commercial center, started in an area of 43 acres along the Huangpu River and 

demarcated by Su-chow Creek, was able to grow outward toward the West, south, and 

north if both political and economic factors provided conditions for metropolitan 

industrial development. Before it was open as a treaty port, Shanghai was already very 

active and prosperous in trade and commerce. 

m 
In 1839, the Opium Wars (1839-41) started due to trade ban on foreign opium. 

Opium, exported mainly by the English through their manufactures in India, was shipped 

into China through port cities to exchange for Chinese siik, textile, etc. Known as 

"foreign mud, opium had poisoned the souk of many Chinese, and was used as an 

device for Europeam to control the Far East. At the close of the Opium Wars, foreign 
5 

capitaiists succeeded in forcing the Qing Govenunent to sign the Treaty of Nanjing in 

1842, which granted invaders with privileges to live and trade in China. These privileges 

included that: British subjects and their families, and those of countries like France and 

The last fudal governent in Chinese history. 



America who signed similar agreements with Peking (Beijng), could live and work in the 

heu@ ports, could own property, and could provide themselves with certain physical and 

spiritual amenities (ClBord, 1979, p16). In 1843, under the agreement of Nanjing 

Treaty, Shanghai became one of the five treaty ports. Shanghai was tumed into a colonial 

city and was consistently under control of a compound of foreign c o d e s ,  leading 

among them were Great Britain, France, America and Japan. 

To their interest, the foreign capitalists took advantages and expanded the treaty 

as fx  as they possibly could. They manipulated Shanghai's industry and economy, 

established banks and financial institutes and used them as levers to control the economy 

and politics of China. The colonial situation of Shanghai lasted for about one century 

(1 842 - 1949) until China was liberated by the Comunist in 1949. 

By Nanjing Treaty, foreign capitalists could establish their own jurisdictions and 

enjoy extra-territory rights within their land. Since the beginning of the open trade, 

foreign concessions and settlements were established in Shanghai in succession, 

occupying the major part of the old city. A Concession, known as Zu-je in Chinese, was 

a piece of land granted or leased directly by Chinese government to a foreign government 

in r e m  for the payment of a nominal ground rent; a Settlement, known as Ju-liu-di, was 

sirnply a place set aside where foreigners might live and deal directly with individual 

Chinese owners in buying or leasing land(Jones, 1939, p34). Article II of the Nanjing 

Treaty stipulated that: 

British subjects with their families and establishments shufl be aiiowed to reside for the purpose of 

currying on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restruint. ... ground and houes, the rent or 

price of which is to be fairfy and equitabiy wunged for according to the rates prevuiling among the 

people without exaction on either si& ... (Jones, 1939, p3) 

According to the stipulation, land was laid out in suitable lots for lease, and long- 

term lease was granted at the same tirne to the land owner - the foreign subjects. The 

subjects were allowed to lease their property to other foreigners as they wished, and later 



on, even to Chinese. The land renters were to agree together about contributhg towards 

the common expenses such as laying out and repair of roads, building of bridges and 

drains, and providing public markets and amenities, etc., (Jones, p4). From viewpoint of 

foreigners, they thought this .system was beneficial to both sides and shouldn't be 

regarded by Chinese as king in any degree an invasion of Chinese sovereign rights; on 

the contrary it was in complete harmony with the idea of the devolution of responsibility 

which lies at the root of d l  Chinese administration, since some public amenities such as 

good roads and clean surroundings were, at that time, that the Chinese government did 

not value or were not able to provide. 

During the colonial period, four foreign coutries had dominated the control over 

Shanghai, and each had established its own land and its independent administration. 

They were the French Concession, the English Concession, the America Concession, and 

the Japanese Concession, the last one appeared in very late stage. Later the English 

Concession combined with the Amencan Concession and formed a cornmon 

administrative district as the International Settlement (Fig . 1.2b). The provision of extra- 

temtoriality in concessions and settlements had afforded a higher degree of security for 

life and property and offered more effective protection fiom excessive taxation or illegal 

exaction than was available in areas under Chinese control. Far more investments were 

made into the concessions and they were subsequently rapidly developed. Offices, 

banking and financial institutions were erected dong the Bund, where the concessions 

were initiated. Even today, as a landmark of Shanghai, the Bund is still renowned for its 

European styles of architecture which indicates the past presence of foreign powers (Fig. 

1.2d). 

c 
Shanghai was used as a beach-head for M e r  aggression into China by foreign 

capitalists. They controlled Shanghai's customs offices, established banks, factories and 

trading houses, monopolized a large portion of its financial and import-export activities. 

Further more, they snatched the rights to navigation in the China seas and up the Yangtze 



River. Shanghai was used as the center of a huge navigational network that included a 

number of international routes to Hong Kong, Japan, South-east Asia, India, Europe, the 

United States and Australia It also became the dumping ground for excess foreign 

products and the exit point of raw materials and other supplies fiom China to their home 

markets van, 1984, p101). 

The annuai range of ships calling at Shanghai climbed steadily, nom 8,485 tones 

in 1844 to 37.65 million tones in 1936. The exports were rnainly siik, tea, agricuitural 

and rnining products. The imports were dominated by cotton goods, woolen knitwear, 

luxury goods, and a faV proportion of opium. From the 1870s until liberation, Shanghai 

dominated China's foreign trade. It consistentiy accounted for about 50% of China's total 

foreign trade(Yan, 1984, ~101).  

Financial institutions of Shanghai were by-products of its trade. However, foreign 

capitalists made use of them as levers for controlling Shanghai and even the whole of 

China. Since the 1850s, a number of foreign countries opened a total of 68 banks in 

Shanghai. Later on, local banks with bureaucrat-capitalist and national-capitalist origins 

were also established. Most of these had their main offices in Shanghai (Yan, 1984, 

p 102). 

Shanghai had in consequence becorne the chief b a n b g  and hancial center as 

well as the chief shipping, commercial and industrial center in China and ranlced among 

the top ten important commercial ports in the world. 

c 
Among China's foreign settlements, Shanghai was unique. It was far larger and 

far richer, and ultirnately far more important to the home countries of its inhabitants. In 

other ports, though foreign settiements perched on the edge of great Chinese cities; they 

did not dominate their cities. Foreign Shanghai had started out this way too, but by the 

beginning of the twentieth century it had overpowered the city of which it was a part. 



The International Settlements and the French Concession accounted for over a miilion of 

its inhabitants and included by fat the greatest part of its wealth, commerce, and industry 

(Clifford, 1979, p7). 

Compared to other colonial cities in the world iike Hanoi or Bombay, Shanghai 

was also distinctive. Its foreign population was much more genuinely international than 

that of British India or French Indochina. Though the British dorninated Shanghai, d e r  

the First World War they were outnumbered by the Japanese. The Americans were 

growing more important, and the French had always retained a signincant stake. Other 

nationalities including Russians, Indians, Pmssians, Portuguese, Italians, Spanish, and so 

forth also took a part in sharhg the fniits of victory (Wakeman, 1992, pl). Since the fïrst 

foreigners, traders and their diplomats had settled there in 1843, many others had 

followed as birds of passage, seeking adventure or quick fornine in what they caiied as 

"gold mine" of Shan*. As Clifford has described: 

"By the end of the First World War an increasing number of men and women had 

put down roots, invested both their energies and their money in the ciîy, and saw it as 

their home (1979, p7 )"..."Business and profissional men came to work for houses 

engaged in the China trade or to cater to the needs of a growing foreign communiîy. 

Sordiers who made up much of the Iitternatrional Settlement's police force, came because 

afier the First World Wur Shanghai seemed to offer greater scope than did Ife iin Europe. 

Americans came to be part of their counîry's expandng role in the Pacifc. Missionaries 

came to suve "souls" lust in the indulgence of modern wedth and ghy. And many 

others came, lured by the excitement of life in a foreign country - a lve conveniently lived 

arnong people of their own kind in ri place where they did not need to learn a new 

language ". ( 1  979, p5) 

These international expatriates brought with themselves their own social 

background, cultural values and religious beliefs. Having a nichame as "Paradise of 

Advenhwrs", Shanghai was unconstrained by the d e s  and conventions of more ordered 

societies and hence bounded only by the laws of human nature and human mortality. 



"There was no other city in the country, no other city in the world, where foreigners 

wielded so independent a power in a land that was not theirs".(ClEord, 1979, p 1 1) 

But Shanghai's complexity came not nom the foreign presence alone. Its rapid 

growth meant that even its Chioese population made it a city of immigrants. The political 

disturbances in neighboring provinces since 1853 had caused a great inaux of Chinese 

into Shanghai to seek life protection avaiiable in the International Settiements and the 

French Concession. Between 1855 and 1865, the initial stage of open trade, the 

population of the Intemational Settlement and French concession had gained about 

1 10,000 people (Wakeman, 1992, p2). These people, composed largely of gentrymen 
6 

fiom leading Jiangnan cities such as Su-chow, Nanjing, and Hangzhou, brought their 

wealth and culturai tastes with them. New styles of life began to appear in Shanghai's 

concessions, and many of them had come to regard Shanghai as a new home. 

Then, the development of Light industry and commerce induced a second type of 

immigration fiom the countryside. Tens of thousands of able-bodied poor villagers fiom 

Jiangsu, Anhui and Zhejiang Province were drawn to the city in search of job 

opportunities. In the census taken by the new government in 1949, Shanghai employed at 

that t h e  a total of 840,000 artisans and industrial, construction, and transportation 

workers in addition to 370,000 shop clerks and apprentices. 

The third and most dramatic increase in Shanghai's population took place between 

1937 and 1941, when Sino-Japan war broke out and Japanese troops occupied coastal 

China. The foreign concession, as "lone islets" in a sea of Japanese invading forces, 

became refuge camps for thousands of Chinese, no matter nch or poor. The population 

of the foreign concessions reached a total of 2,430,000, a gain of 780,000 nom 1937. 

The southeast part of China. 



The push of social disturbances in sunouuding area and the puii of economic 

attraction in concessions thus combined to alter the social geography and demographic 

pronie of Shanghai in the century after the Opium War (1 842- 1949). Whüe in the 1 840s, 

less than 1 percent of Shanghai's population was to be found outside the old China t o m  

in the 1940s no less than 65 percent population were residing and employed in the two 

foreign concessions, which together comprised less than 6 percent of the total geographic 

area of metroplitan Shanghai. 

SUMMARY 
Modem Shanghai was very much the product of the Western invasion of China in 

the nineteenth century. The manipulation by foreign capitalists made the city of 

Shanghai develop a character of extreme complexity among its various domains - 
economy, industry, society, culture and religion. The city's sophistication was M e r  

reinforced by its rapid urban growth accompanied by the arrival of thousands of 

immigrants fiom many parts of China, each group attached to another profound 

background. The complex background eliminated and denied the city itself an 

environment of cultivating a tradition which was naturally grown based on its own. [n 

fact, "foreign Shanghai" has become the city's tradition and heritage. It is assumed that 

many facets of architecture and urban planning principles during this thne (1842-1949) 

were open to the intense foreign innuence. 



Fig 1.la Map of China 
Sources: Shanghai Map Publication. 

Fig. 1. lb  The Regional Map of Changjiang (Yangtze River) Delta Area. 
Sources: Yan Zhongmin, Shanghai: The Growth and Shifiing Ernphasis of China5 Largest City, p. 97, 
1984. 



1-- - River chinnel of Huangpu River 

Fig. 1.2 .a The Earliest 
Establishment of Shanghai Zhen. 
First Source: Yan, 1984, p. 98. 
Original source: compiled fkom maps in a 
brief geography of Shanghai (Shanghai 
,%nmin chu Ban She, 1974), p 53-56 (hl 
Chinese). 

Fig. 1.2b The Establishment of 
Shanghai Zhen Municipality . 
First source: Yan, 1984, p.99. 
Original source: Map of Shanghai 
Municipality (Shanghai, People's A n  Press. 
no date). 
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF SHANGHAI 

AND THE GENERATION OF LILONGS 

2.1 URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF SEANGHAI 

Before 1845 (Open trade), the town of Shanghai was concentrateci on a 2.04 km2 

piece of land, surrounded by cultivated fields, marshy soil, and Huangpu River at the east. 

The town center, a typical traditional Chinese town, was enclosed by fortified walls with 

a perimeter of 4.5 km, and accessed by seven guarded gates at the perimeter. The interna1 

streets, basically ninning fkom south to north and fiom east to west, was a common 

pattern in most traditional Chinese cities, such as Beijing. But this t o m  was in much 

smaller scale compared to the city of Beijing due to political and econornical negligence 

by the central government. The streets were narrow, not wide enough for vehicles or 

carriages. Residents were only Chinese, engaged in fishing, local salt and textile trade. 

However, it was this small town, that had caught the imagination of foreign capitalists 

and been forced to open to international trades. Since then, Shanghai was on the way to 

head for a fast-growing modem city. 

Between 1845 - 1849, when the English capitalists first came to demarcate the site 

for their concessions, they chose a land north to the old Cbese  town and west to 

Huangpu River. They placed their first office and Embassy in a neglected fortress where 

only old ship manufactures, carpentry shops and cotton fields can be found in vicinity. 

Al1 the roads around were muddy and earthy, even not in hard-surface. However, this site 

was of great importance due to its strategic convenience in sea and river transportation. 

Once an international port was established, it could operate a number of trade routes fiom 



here that were ail about 10,000 miles in distance h m  some of major ports in the world, 

such as London and New York. This site was also close to the old Chinese town, having 

convenience in communicating with the existing system and structure. The bond dong 

the Huangpu River could be used as a oatural defense Line when there mse a coastal 

emergency, or to facilitate expansion of the foreign concessions westward into a much 

larger fields of inner maialand. For al1 these reasons, the English chose this site and 

developed it as the original concession - the English Concession. Soon after, the French 

chose a site to the south of the English Concession, which was caiied the French 

Concession, and the Arnericans developed a land to the West of English Concession (Fig. 

1.2b). Later, the Americans and the English joined their lands and named it the 

International Settlement. 

Ten years after establishment of the International Senlement and the French 

Concession, the countryside scenery around the bund was replaced by the scene of a 

booming city. Hard-surfaced roads 8 m in width were constnicted and continuously 

expanded westward. The port was built along the Huangpu River within the English 

Concession, and had grown to be one of the biggest port in the nation. Clusfers of foreign 

concrete-slab buildings in a variety of European styles were erected along the Bund. 

Till 1914, the foreign concessions had obtained an area of 32.32 km2, sixteen 

times of the old Chinese tom. Within this area, the International Concession was 22.6 

km2, and the French Concession was 10.22 lan2 (Fig. 2.la). Its advantageous geographic 

condition and rapid development imposed Shanghai an ever-increasing position. It soon 

replaced G U ~ ~ ~ Z ~ O U ,  an open port city in the southem coast, to be the new national center 

for trade, commercial, transportation and light industries, etc. Shanghai was also listed 

among the top ten intemationai trade ports, and had established trade relationships with 

over one hundred countries d l  over the world. The original concession had tumed out to 

be the commercial and financial headquarters of Shanghai. The Bond, with its grand 

foreign-styled architecture, became a symbol or landmark of the city. 



2.2 URBAN CHARACTERISTICS OF SHANGHAI 

CATEGOWS OF MODERN CI= 

Review the development of modem cities al1 over the world, one cm £înd out that 

they f d  into the following two categories. The fim category is the progressively fonned 

cities, of which the intemal social and economic transformation reshape the civic 

structure and gradually le& to the fiuictional change of the city. The second category is 

the explosive (eruptive) cities, of which the extemal forces drive the cities' function to 

change in a short period. Shanghai is one of the second category of cities. It did not 

naturally and progressively grow fkom a traditional Chinese city, but was built on foreign 

concessions and geared by foreign forces. Within one cenhuy, fÎom a small f i s h g  t o m  

it came up to be the biggest modem city in China (Fig. 2.2a). 

STREET P-NGHAI 

Shanghai's commercial prosperity brought about M e r  expansion of foreign 

concessions. Udike other Chinese port cities such as Guangzhou and Tianjing, where the 

foreign concessions only occupied a small portion in the old city and located far nom 

downtown, the concessions in Shanghai were overwhelmiog in size and formed the core 

urban area in the city. Also differed significantly from other port cities, Shanghai's 

concessions enjoyed complete administrative-autonomy. Chinese government can hardly 

interrupt any of their interna1 &airs. Therefore, foreign system, from political policies to 

economic measures, &om urban planning strategies to construction technology, were 

given a free and NI play here. 

Streets were 6.6 m to 8 m wide, at 35 m to 45 m intervals. Chinese traditional 

pattem of street network, in which roads strictly complied with the four orientations - the 

south, north, east and west- and intersected perpendicularly, was sornehow respected but 

not exactly followed. Though most of the streets were basically directed fiom south to 

north or fiom the east to west, there was no single major road that was perfectly straight 

and thus the street pattern derived was somehow crooked and spontaneous. The outcome 



was random but organic. This was in reference to the existing numerous ke-ninning 

water-ways of the delta which were taken hto consideration when new roads were to be 

formed (Fig. 2.2b). 

Shanghai's street network was also lack of a well-fonned grid system. The pattem 

of two series of parallel streets crossing at right angles to form a pattern of equaily-sized 

square blocks dominating urban fabric of the Old City of Beijing, is not found hem The 

organic street pattem and the inconsistent grid system resulted in urban blocks varying in 

sizes and shapes. 

However, thete were still some urban characteristics which can be identifïed. 1). 

The street pattem of Shanghai is a variation or twisted one of traditional checker-board 

pattern (Fig. 2.2b). The urban grid system is a mixed patch of several of different types. 

The street pattem in the original concessions was comparatively regular and standardized, 

with a recognizable pattem of gridiron systern. The street pattem in later developed areas 

seemed more =dom and casual, each area may be associated with a different grid 

system. 2). Al1 streets and roads seemed to start off fiom the place of the earlier 

concessions- the area around the Bund, and radiate to the West, no& and the south. The 

city grid in earlier concessions is much denser, and graàually decreased its density in the 

outer districts. This character once again demonstrated the decisive position of the earlier 

concessions in the process of urban development. It is predictable that the earlier 

concessions have become today's Central Business District of Shanghai, because most of 

the financial and commercial institutions were built around these areas. 3). Finally, the 

overall organic pattem of street network associated with its mixed patch of city grid 

system, is unique to the city of Shanghai, difiering from other traditional cities. 

Two factors had an impact in shaping this street pattern and grid system. One is 

that the naturai geographic conditions of this densely-navigated water-town was such that 

it was hard to bring up a clear-cut traditional checker-board pattem of street network. 

The other one is the subdivision of foreign concessions and assignrnent of their 



development to different private owners and developers is hard to corne up with a 

standardized or d o r m e d  pattern of city grid. These foreign developers came to 

Shanghai to exploit a quick and short fortune, bearing no long-tenn prospect or plan in 

management and civic plan. The foreign governments had done liale to coordinate and 

bring up al1 the parts. 

To M e r  explain, Shanghai was divided into three different zones politicdly at 

that t h e  - the International Settlement (owned by the English and the Americam), the 

French Concession, and the Chinese Old Town. Each of them had its own govemment, 

maintainhg an independent administration, and applying separate strategies in city 

planning. As Brian G. Martin wrote about: "Modem Shanghai was not a single city, but 

three different cities." The existence of the thme, and their individual administrative- 

autonomy, caused out-of-balance and non-integrîty in the whole city's development. In 

the city's planning, though there were orders in small patches, but the ensemble lacked a 

carefully designed master-plan. This situation was a particular product of that semi- 

colonial and semi-feudal society. However, it was this densely-intersected and 

crookedly-composed pattern of met-network, cornbining with the water-ways, that 

formed a dynamic circulation system conveyhg the commercial and trade activities of 

this city. 

Accompanying the rapid development and commercial prosperity of the city, 

population grew. Shanghai had attracted millions of migrants, most of whom were 

manufacture workers, and some were petty bourgeoisie, hi&-tank clerks, educated 

abroad and foreigners, etc. According to population census record, fkom 1885 to 1935 

Shanghai's migrants represented 80% of the city' total population; and nom 1910 to 1930 

the whole population had tripled within twenty years, increased fiom the beginning one 

million to three million. Reviewing the whole Length of open trade (1 852 - 1949) period, 

the population increasing rate had reach 902%. 



The whole city was geared to the open trade. Most of people engaged in 

commercial or business activities. The major roads like Nanjing Road, Sichuan Road and 

Jingling Road were mostly occupied by important foreign or national financial agencies, 

offices, large shops and restaurants. Entertainment such as theaters, clubs and parks were 

aiso mixed in. Other smaller roads were also abundant of small business which were 

essentially home-based. Shanghai's prosperity was best expressed by its vast array of 

assorted shops and wide variety of recreation, no matter large or small or owned by 

Chinese or foreigners. The city was renowned for its "fen miles of commercial streets". 

It got a nick named as "Paris of the East". 

Shanghai's rapid development and its highly valued downtown land resulted in 

every street facade reserved for commercial activities. This can be expressed by an old 

Shanghainese saying: "An inch of space in the street fkontage designates a Me-tirne of 

forhme". However, the prosperous commercial space was challenged by great influx of 

migrants as to where to allocate the huge population without interrupting the spatial 

continuity of commerce along the main street-facade? how to maintain Shanghai's first 

appeal as "ten miles of commercial streets"? and how to h d  out an indigenous settlement 

pattern that could create a nice living environment within the constraints of technology 

but without sacrificing the high real-estate value? These were serious tasks for architects 

and planners to solve. 

Hence, the first prototype of lilong housing, in the fonn of temporary wooden 

shacks, were generated exclusive to Shanghai. Later, after many years of experimenting, 

lilong housing were built in brick or brick-concrete mked structures, and graduaily 

became a mature pattem of housing prototypes that were widely constnicted in Shanghai. 

Lilongs, in a pattern of placing commercial space along al1 street fiontages of urban 

blocks, and residential space inside, not only met planning code and real-estate 

expectation, but also were highly appreciated by local residents. It was the only 

collective housing prototype ever applied in Shanghai before the Liberation. The urban 



design principles and planning concepts of this indigenous settlement pattem of Shaaghai 

had left many thoughtfiil ideas for posterity professionals. 

Lilong housing had been integrated into urban street blocks in which shops 

occupied the street fiontage, and the housing twk the enclosed holiow space. Lilongs 

cm be accessed fiom one to several of openings in the street facade, usually in the form 

of archways. Sometimes several of lilongs shared one hollow space and esch of them had 

separate entrance fiom the street facade. 

From urban design point of view, two types of urban spaces were thus formed. 

One was the outer belt-shaped space, composed of commercial streets and the shops 

dong them. This space hold the busy commercial activities and &c circulation, giving 

the city its outwards appearance. It was open, dynamic, and comected to every corner of 

the city's street network. The other one was the inner block-type space, which consisted 

of rows of low-rise housing. This space, separated h m  the first, was enclosed, quiet, 

and safe. Accessible fiom the urban streets, the entrantes cm be controlled. It was these 

two spaces that confined two differed daily activities. The outer one was used for 

commerciai activities and urban traffic, the b e r  one was used for residential activities. 

Though there were several inner lanes in the residential area allowing vehicles, most of 

them were kept as residents' exclusive and intirnate domain for neighborly gathering. 

The street shops defined the two different spaces, linked the two together, and most 

importantly, protected the inner residential space fiom the noise of the city. 

2.3 THE: GENERAL PATTERN OF LILONG HOUSING 

"Li" means communities, '!Longn meam lanes. Simply put, lilong housing, is a type 

of laneand-community based urban dwelling fonn. 



The site of a Hong generally has one or two sides bordered by iirban commercial 

streets, and the rest of shores given to other developments but enclosed by wails. Every 

iilong comists of housing and commercial units. The housing units, tightly attached in 

rom, except the later variation of Garden or Apartment iilong house models, are evenly 

aiigned aad distributeci inside of the site in a Western row-housing pattern. Commercial 

units, in a similar layouts as housing's, occupy ali street-hnt lots. The housing units are 

accessible h m  internal circulation lanes, and the cortunercial units are accessible h m  

extenial commercial sûeets (Fig. 2.3a). 

The internal circulation structure comprises of a couple of main lanes and a series of 

side lanes. The main lanes are directly comected with an entry gate-way, accessible from 

extemal urban streets. Located in the central positions of the site, they form the public 

circulation space of the community, and are oflen used as g a t h e ~ g  place for socializing. 

The side-lanes, normally connecting to the main lanes perpendicularly but paralleling to 

each other, lead to housing units. Mostly dead-ended, they are used as extensions of homes 

since the high dety is assured withiu this space. The fhmework of main lanes and side- 

lanes, apart fiom its circulation hction, is a part of residential living space. 

The entrance, aligned among the busy commercial street fades,  is recognizable 

with its unique arch-way fonn that bridges the main lane. It is constantly under the control 

of a social organization of the residents' committee, housed near the atch-way. 

in Chinese, five f h l i e s  means a neighborhood, five neighborhoods a "Li", the 

number of housing units aligned in one row will be at least five. Each housing unit, 

occupying a oarrow-fiont lot, gives access to one secondary lane at the h n t  and another at 

the back. It u s d y  retains south-north orientation - a design feature considered important 

in Chinese traditional philosophy. 

Commercial and social type of small sale services - groceries, barber shops, 

newspaper and cigarettes stands - are integrated into the site, taking the space adjacent to 



main lanes or entrance area Not only do they provide for the M y  needs of the residents 

but also enrich the community' We. Garage space is a design consideration in the New- 

type, Garden and A v e n t  lilongs. They were sometimes accommodated in die housing 

units3 or placed in awkward-shaped or lefi-over space in the site, considered unsuitable for 

housing . 

As one spatial and social entity in its urban setting3 a îüong settlement may Vary in 

size fiom 0.35 to 5 .O hectares. 

2.4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF LILONG HOUSING 

The fast development of the city's economy stimulateci the growth of its industry. 

There were Uicreasing number of Chinese corning to the foreign concessions. Thousands of 

able-bodied villagers were atûacted to Shanghai by the promise of job opportunities, and 

some others came to seek protection h m  political disturbances in neighboring provinces. 

Land prke increased sharply, there was a desperate need for large amount of collective 

housing to shelter the infiux of population. The English subjects quickly recognized the 

profits in developing large-scale housing, and thus a hastily built great quantities of high- 

density wooden-shacks to sel1 or lease to Chinese. Till 1876, there were 105 collective 

houshg named by Ti" in foreign concessions (Wang, 1989, p75). 

c 
Francoise Ged has described the earliest situation of housing development in 

Shanghai: 

"The boggy gromd on the outskirts of the Chinese ciîy, which had been allocated to the 

Brifish and French consuls and which their nationals had begun to occupy, war bmrformed into a 

poten tial 'gold mine! h d  and real-estate specuiation tmk hold; very quickly, al1 the parcels were 

oceupied The Western Iandowners in the concessions divided their land into lots and hastiij built 



wood housing to be rented to reficgees. Accordmg to oflcial agreements, it was forbWen for 

Chinese to Iive h> the concessions; @en the projt for sorne anà the interest of otkrs, t f i  directive 

was circumvented and neither consuls nor the Chinese outhorities did anything to respect the& 

otigind conunitinents. " @. 1 73) 

This type of housing, built in a similar pattern as the by-law housing that had once 

prevailed in London after the Industrial Revolution, was the predecessor of lilorig housings. 

However, king in poor condition, they were more like temporary shelters for the rapid 

p w t h  of population. 

From 1869, onwards to improve housing conditions and for the sake of fire safety, 

the wooden-structure were abandoned. Brick-structures with a part wooden-structure were 

adopted to develop fomal type of housing for traditional extended rich families who mostly 

came h m  neighboring provinces. This could be considered as the reai beginning of lilong 

housing's development in foreign concessions. Known as Old Shi-ku-mens, iilong housing 

opened the nrst page of its development. 

STAGE OF l,ILONGDE_VELOPMENT - W, S H f U  - - 
With M e r  development of local industry and establishment of national 

manufactures, thousands of poor villages were atîracted to Shanghai. By the start of the 

First World War, the population of Shanghai had reached 2,000,00OY comprishg 

manufacture-workers. 

Most manufacturers were built amund the concessions. The owner of the plant 

would also develop a parce1 of land in concessions and built houses to rent at cheap pnce to 

his workers. The increasing population in the foreign concessions as well as the dernand for 

housing promoted the commercializaton of lilong development. A number of fo~igners 

quickly recognized the profits and established real-estate companies. Later this adventure 

was joined by national mal-estate companies. With the continuous expansion of foreign 



concessions in the late nineteenth centrny, lilong bousing became a prevalent prototype for 

mass construction hown as New Shi-hmen lilongs. 

At this stage, lilongs were modifieci to adapt to more compact urban lots and l e s  

demand for space. Besides manufacture workers, New Shi-ku-men lilongs were also made 

to shelter srnall-sized, non-traditional families wbich emerged d e r  the disintegration of 

traditional extended f d e s  with the dismauthg of the Qing Dymsty in 191 1. Hence, as a 

result of social transformation, d - s i z e d ,  low-income families made up the population of 

New Shi-ku-men liiongs. 

Cr DEVEr.OPhfENT - NEW-TYPE & Cr- 

LlCQNGS 

The prosperity and glory of Shanghai introduced a new social class. They included 

entrepreneurs of large- or smd-sale manufàcturing who were attracted to the city by its 

growing economy; the elite of Shanghainese society, educated abroad - in Europe, the 

United Sates, Japan - were aii coming back after the f d  of Chinese Emperor, to engage in 

the development of a new nation; and a large numbers of Chinese clerks working in the 

foreign companies, intermediated between Western and Chinese societies. These groups of 

people sought a daily fnunework in the concessions that reflected their new social status 

ways of life. 

At the same tirne of the development of concessions, public amenities were 

improved. The earliest gas, electricity and numhg-water facilities which were not possibly 

supplied in the areas under Chinese administration, had become a common weKare and 

were made in use in residentiai areas of concessions. Public roads and sewerage system 

were improved. Parks, race-course for horses and other amusement arnenities were 

developed, adding delight to modem life-styles that were yeamed for by the upper standard 

society. 



The new social class accepted Westem ways of Mie very quickly. Features like 

toilets, fireplaces, telephones and garages were required in dwellings. Complexity of 

mm, magnificence of interiors, and standard of nicilities represented the cless and level of 

a famiy and hence were strongly admired. Unda this circumstances, the New-type Lilongs 

were generated to provide a compact but upper standard living for a wide range of rniddle- 

class families, while the Garden Lilongs, as a luxurious type of living to cater for a few 

extremely rich, came into its prime. 

FO&TH STAGE OF J .n,ONcr TIEVE- - THE AP- 1n.ONC;S 

The continuhg increase of economy and boorning construction of commercial 

building in Shanghai accelerated the realestate value. Another type of lilong - the 

Apartment Lilong came into being. Built out of concrete-fiame structure, they adopted 

contemporary building technologies. As a type of medium-rise pattern of Lilongs, they 

offered off-the-ground living in a recognizable western way, and were advantageous in its 

efficient construction methods. 

A land-use distribution map made in 1936 showed that the most parts of houhg 

were developed in areas between the International Settlement and the French Concession, in 

another word, in today's city center, and some were developed in the northem part of the 

International Concession, close to today's West Train Station. The industry and the retail 

use were mainly distributed dong the Huangpu River or on the eastem shore of it (Fig. 

2.4a). 

SION OF 1 JLONG'S DEVELOPMENT 

At the end of 1941 the construction of lilong corne to a halt since Shanghai fell 

under the control of Japanese conquerors. M e r  the Sino-Japan War, Shanghai's economy 

fell into depression. The rd-estate development also stagnateci. There were very few 

lilong housing constnicted during this period. Mer  the national liberation in 1949, lilong 

housing, though as a vernacular settlement fom exclusive to Shanghai and that af%orded 

traditional and socially cohesive pattern of living, was considered somehow non- 



competitive or inefficient in its construction technologies and delivery methods compared 

to that of modem apartment buildings. The city was stormed by a prefabricated mass 

housing construction in its outskirts to shelter a new working-class society. Lilongs have 

never been built since then. 

I A S A G  ~ B I T A G E  I-N SHANGHAI 

The development of lilong housing lasted for about one century ( h m  1842 to 

1949), coincidiog with the Western presence in this port city. Though it was not 

specifically a product of Western culture, and Westerners rarely lived in if a great part of its 

housing models and their evolution was influenced by the western thinking. Today lilong 

has become an traditiooal housing emblem of Shanghai. 

2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF LILONG HOUSING 

According to the condition under which they were conceived and developed, or the 

type of residents they served, but the most importantly, the layouts of the sealement' basic 

unit - the houses, lilongs can be basicaily classified into five categories. 

The development of the Old Shi-ku-men Lilong started fiom 1880. Its production 

ended approximately around 19 15. They inherited most characteristics of the courtyard 

house models prevailing in the Jiangnan region. Intendeci for traditional extended families, 

there were few modincation made to this rural form, when applied in an urban context. 

These lilongs essentialiy compriseci attached courtyard houses, were two-stones high, and 

were built with brick or brick-andwood mixed. Because of their structures, it is hard for 

them to survive to today. 



Similar in pattern to the Old Shi-bmen, the New Shi-ku-men Lilongs were rows of 

attached courtyard houses, however the layouts of houses were modified to adapt to the 

needs of small-sized, low-income families. Being very dense and harshly built, the b c t i o n  

of houses were not well considered, and thei. interior standard was restricted by the current 

technology. Developed in large quantities for manufaçturing workers who d e  up the 

majority city population, the New Shi-ku-mens aar>uated for almost 50% of the total built 

areas of lilongs in 1949. Due to their crowded and poor conditions, most of them are 

aiready demoiished and the rest are slated for remvation. 

3). The New-tvpe 1.- 

The construction of the New-type Lilongs started in 1915. With development of 

building technologies, new models with considerable improvement in fiuiction and interior 

facilities were generated to satisQ a wide range of emerging middle class. Variations on 

unit-layouts enriched housing prototypes and provided a wide range of housing selection. 

Though houses were still attached to each other, courtyards and other traditional elements 

diminished, while open characters grew. Hence the New-type Lilongs gradually attained 

the similar characters as Western t o m  houses. 

Prevalently renowned for their favorable ~ c t i o m ,  the New-type Lilongs were b d t  

in tremendous quantities in the center city h m  20s to 40s. Being in good structural 

conditions, most of them have survived until present and will be kept in use for the next 

several decades. Lilong housing found in the city today comprise mainly of this type. 

4). The Cr- 

The Garden Lilong were detached or semi-detached luxurious houses in a lilong 

pattern. HaWig spacious gardens in the h n t  or at the back, the houses often occupied 

large-sized lots in prestigious locations. Coostnicted in brick-, or brick-and-concrete mixed, 

they maintained sound shape and many still keep good exterior look. AttaUied a vivid 

international styles and exquisite structural decoration, the Garden Lilongs enriched 



architectural forms of the city. They catered to exûemely high-income families, and were 

developed in srnaLi &es h m  the 20s to the 40s. 

5). ) 
The Apartment Lilongs generally consisteci of five- to seven-stoned, concrete- 

fhmed structures. Similar to contemporary apartment buildings, each structure had 

common lobbies staircases and elevators shared by f d e s  using the same entrance. Each 

unit, accessible fiom a common corridor, displayed the whole suite - a living-room, a 

couple of bedrooms, a kitchen and bathrooms - on the same floor, unüke units in other types 

of lilongs in which every house had rwms spread on difZerent floors. Intended for middle 

income, small-sized families, the Apartment Lilong were developed h m  the 20s to the 40s 

in small scde. 

S m  

There were other garden houses and apaxtment buildings in Shanghai during this 

tirne, however, if they were developed individually and didn't embrace a group pattern 

featured in iilongs, will not be considered as lilong housing. 

A land-use distribution map made in 1936 showed that the most parts of housing 

were developed in areas between the International Settlement and the French Concession, 

in another word, in today's city center, and some were developed in the northem part of 

the Common Concession. The industry and the retail use were mainly distributed dong 

the Huangpu River or on the eastem shore of Huangpu River (see Figure 2.4a). 



IGg. 2. 
froiii I 
Source: 

1 .The original British Concession stupilaled in 1 846. 
Area: 55.36 ha. (unit: hectare) 

2. Added patch of the British Coiicessioti in 1848. 
Area: 132.73 ha. 

3. Added patch of the American Concession in 1893, 
Area: 524 lia. 

4. Added palch of  the Internatinal Seltlenient iii 1899. 
Arca: 1522.56 ha, 

5. The original French Settlement stipulaied iii 1849. 
Area: 65.77 ha. 

6. Added patch of the French Concession in 186 1.  
Area: 19.21 ha. 

7. Added patch of the French Concessioii in 1900. 
l a  Distribution of I..oreigii Coiicessions and Road Construction in Shanghai Area: 68.63 ha. 

846- 1914. 8. Added patch of  the French Concession iii 19 14. 
SIicng, flua, Slimghai L i h g  Ho~rsjng, p. 17, 1987. Area: 867.17 ha. 

9. Old Chinese City 



Fig. 2.2a The Evolution of Shanghai During the Last One Century. 
Source: Song Zhang, An Approoch ru Integrared L'rban Hisroric Corasa-vafion. p 13, 1992. 

Fig. 2.2b Urban Frame of the Shanghai Inner City 1 - Nanshi, the old Chinese city 

(before 1945) 2 - the French Concession 
3 -- the International Settlement 

Source: Fmcoise Ged and Feng Yueqiang, Shanghai3 LiZong 4 - Zhabei, old Chinese suburb 
Sfanding the Test 01 Time, p96, / 992. 



Fig. 2.3a Site Plans of a Few Lilong Settlements 
Showing Circulation Framework & Land-use 

[ Source: Sheng, Hua, Shanghai Lilong Housing, p. 25. 1987. 

1. Entrance 
2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. Residential units 
5.  Commercial units 



Fig. 2.4a Land Use in Shanghai Urban Area in 1936. 
Source: Yan, 1984, p. 104. 



CHAPTER m: 
F M %  HOUSING MODELS OF LILONGS 

The variation of five housing prototypes was an outcome of a specific socid, 

historicai and urban conte* however, they were jut different Mts that stemmed h m  the 

same planning p~ciples.  By comparison, the Old & New Shi-ku-men Lilongs were the 

most ground-related, traditional courtyard pattern of dwelling. The New-type Lilongs 

released houses fiom the traditional enclosing pattern, and integrated open characters into 

the new compact wban dwelling. The Garden iilongs, in semidetacheci or detached form, 

were landconsuming and were special types made for specid group. The Apartment 

iilongs recognized the high land value, and c o n f o d  to the modem multi-storied housing 

construction. 

3.1 THE OLD SHI-KU-MEN LILONG HOUSE 

The earlier style of the S h i - k e n  houses had adopted the general pattem of row- 

housing wbich originated in London, yet the layout and structure of each house unit derived 
7 8 

spatial concept fiom traditional Chinese dwelling models of San-he-yuan or Si-he-yuan 

prevailed in the south-east China region. Hence as a variation, the basic housing prototype 

of Shi-ku-men lilong twk the fom of a main two-storied building body at the fiont 

enclosing a central courtyard and linked to a rear one-storied building body through a Light- 

well (Fig. 3.1 a). 

Which means a three-sided courtyard - a compound with houses buih on three sides around a central 
courtyard. 

Which means a four-sided courtyard - a compound with houses built on four sides around a centrai 
courtyard. 



b o u t  (Fig. 3.1 b) 
9 

On the gmund floor, the house comprised: one spacious ma i .  mm, known as Jian , 

on the central axis facing towards a h n t  courtyard; two secondary mm, known as 
10 

S h g  , placed symmetridy beside the main m m m  The central room was used as a 

drawing-mm or ancestral rmm with detachable floor-to-ceiling French windows, while 

the secondary rwms were used as bedrooms or library. A stair-case!, generally with one 

landing, was located at the back of the central room, and lead to the second-floor where 

more bedrooms were located. A lower building body, consisting of service moms like a 

kitchen and storage-mm, was located at the back of the two-storied main body and linked 

to the fiont by a narrow service courtyard. The s e ~ c e  courtyard, 1.2m - 1 .Sm in width 

also fiuictioned as a light-weli. The house was accessible h m  side lanes respectively h m  

the h n t  and fiom the back. The fiont lane gave fonnai entry to the house; the rear lane, 

often calied the service lane, was used for prepmtion of cwking and as playgrouad for 

children (Sheng, 1987, p.332-340). 

in some cases, there were three Jian-moms iastead of one Jian in the central space. 

The greater the number of jian, the more prestigious and wealthier the family was (Fig. 

3.1 c, Wang, 1989, p.47). 

The courtyard was enclosed by a Sm-high brick wall at the fiont, having a stone- 

h e d  opening. In the Old Shi-ku-men Lilongs, slabstone was used as the d o o r - b e ,  

while traditional Chinese wood pl& was used as dwr-leaves. This seems to provide 

some due to the name used for this type of lilongs, since "shi" means stone and "men" 

means door, and "Shi-ku-men lilong" may imply that the buildings were featured with 

s tone-bed  doos. In reality, the most prominent impression one can conceive about this 

enclosing type of dwelling when viewing fkom outside, was its strong rhythm of stone- 

f-ed doors echoed in the side lanes (Fig. 3. lf, refer to exterior elevation). 

lian: traditional name for a complete main rmm. It is usually the space that spans between two or 
several of structural bays. 
Io  Shang: traditional name for a complete secondary mom. 



The lanes of the settlement were only 3m wide, but still easured the interaction of 

outdoor activities, both familiai and neighborly (Sheng, 1987, p.34). 

The house was conceived to receive most of its Light h m  the internai h n t  and 

back court-yards contmlied by the family rather than nom exterior public space. The 

courtyard was conceived as a traditional way to individualize the house, and more 

importantly, to solve the problem of ventilation and d g h t i n g  in the gmund-floor space in 

long narrow lots. With the existence of courtyards, sunlight falling ont0 the intemal 

surrounding walls c m  be moderated. The hotter temperature of outside open space and 

lower temperature of inside open space generated an air pressure gap which promoted a 

wind draught that can be trapped into the courtyards to ventilate every room (Zhang 

Jianmlli, 1992, p. 104). Cross-ventilation through the house and a nice microclimatic 

environment surrounding the house was thus attained (Fig. 3. l d). 

Large screen of French windows in central rmm improved the seme of spatial 

transparency and visual fluidity in the interior space. The French windows c m  al1 be 

removed when there was a need for large space to accommodate the traditional ceremonies 

or family gatherings. In this way the drawing-room was United with the courtyard, allowhg 

openness and commodity within the dehed space (Fig. 3.1 e). 

The rear part of Jian- and Shang-rooms relied on the Light-weil for ventilation and 

Lighting. Auxiliary rooms like kitchens received light fiom service lanes and light-well. The 

second-floor space has plenty of resources and means for lighting and ventilation. 

Extenar 
Seen fiom the outside, the house, enclosed by high wail, with few fenestrations, 

maintains its inward-looking character and sense of integrity (Fig. 3.10. The appearance 

was delicate and nch in details. The repetition of stone-hed doors on gray-bncked 



exterior waiis added up a strong sense of rhythm to this enclosed pattern of living. 

Traditionai architectonic elements were kept in the elevatioa 

smJam 
The house plan was facilitatecl by the flexibility of structure, which was based on 

two bearing walls on the east and west ends of the unit lot, and wooden posts defining 

interior bays and partitions. The bays were generally 3.6m - 4.2m wide (Wang, 1989, p.45). 

The lot size was a multiple width of the structural bay (usually three or five t hes  of the 

bay) aud usually 16m deep. The traditional wooden-tms system was adopted for the 

building's roof structure. The wall structure was a mix of brick-and-wood, with the wooden 

posts as b e h g  structure and the brick wall as an iafill and partition (Fig. 3. lg). 

The interior facilities were poor. Bathrooms were not conceived as an integral 

feature in the house. Every family used a night-stool (also known as a chamber pot), 

usually placed in the light-well, functioning as a toilet. These night-stools were emptied 

every morning by farmers who came to door to collect them. Electricity, heating and gas 

were not applied to the house yet (Xu Jingyou, 1983, p.21). 

Summrnr 
The climate in Shanghai is warm and humid for a good part of the year, part of daily 

life takes place outdoors. Apart fiom their functions as supplementing space for ventilation 

and sunlighting, the lanes and courtyards provide a hierarchy of transitional space h m  the 

most public to the most private. While the laws promote w m m d  and neighborly 

outdoors interaction, the courtyards assure privacy and personaijzation in familiar daily 

living (Zhang Jianmin, 1992, p. 1 05). 



32 THE NEW SHI-KU-MEN LILONG HOUSE 

M e r  the collapse of Chinese Empire in 191 1, the traditional extended families 

starteci to disintegrate. Migrants h m  the countryside were attracted to Shanghai by the 

promise of jobs in its growing hdustry. Population grew sharply. Lilongs had to be 

adapted to suit the low incorne of families who would Sord and required less space. Land 

specdation increased rapidly. Concem of land-use efficiency took hold. Under this 

circumstances, the Old Shi-ku-men Lilongs were modifieci into highdensity scheme with 

reduced or minimum courtyardS. 

(Fig. 3.2a) 
The most obvious modification in plan was the abandoning of traditional layout 

which were one Jian and two Shangs enclosing a center courtyard. Instead, houses were 

mostly comprised a single Jian, facing on to a reduced size front courtyard (Fig. 3.2a-a). 

Only the end units of a housing row were exceptionaily composeci by two m m s  as one Jian 

and one Shang, enclosing a courtyard at the h n t  (Fig. 3.2a-b, Sheng, 1987, p.3 5-36). The 

composition of two building bodies for a house - living zone at the h n t  and service zone at 

the back, still remained. 

Besides the reduced number of rooms, another major modification was the reduced 

size and height of rooms. Some lilongs put up three-stories in the front building body, and 

the s e ~ c e  space added up to two stories. The living and service zones were linked by 1.2m 

- 1.5m wide interna1 corridor, which supplemented iight to the kitchen and rear part of 

living space. The house were still accessible h m  the front and the back (Fig. 3.2~). The 

size of the front courtyards shrank to 2m by 3m.(Wang, 1989, p.47-50) 

Function of each room more or less remaineci as the same as before. However, with 

the change fiom a horizontal pattern of layout to a more vertical one, separation of different 

bctional zones twk place. The ground flwr was used for public family activities, and the 



second and third floors were used for family private activities. The staVcase kept its 

location at the back of the centrai hall, but it had two landhg due the reduced width of the 

Jian-room. 

With the gradua1 shrinkùrg of inward-loolcing atmosphere and diminished size of 

interna1 courtyard, windows on exterior walls increased to faciltate lighting and cross- 

ventilation throughout the house. The central hall had a full meen of detachable French 

windows giving to the couxtyard. 

Exterior 
The idea of stone as the door-fiame of the front entrance remained, so did the word 

of Shi-ku-men in the lilong' narne. However the houses were enclosed by lowered brick 

wail (Wang, 1989, p.50). The ciifference of building height between the front and back two 

bodies, more fenestration on exterior walls, conveyed a vivid look to this type of lilongs 

(Fig. 3.2~). Traditional ornamentation persisted. 

Structure 
The structure retained the mixed brick-and-concrete structure for walls and wooden 

ûuss for roofs. As the lot size shrank, the width of a bay reduced slightly firom 3.6m - 42m 
to 3.2m 93.9111. The width of a lot was one bay's width for a central house unit, and two 

bay's width for a corner house unit. The length of a lot was also reduced to about 

14m.(Wang, 1989, p.50-52) 

Interior facilities did not changed. 



Summanr 
The New Shi-ku-men lilongs had both advantages and disadvmtages. The highly 

densified minimumaut scheme had recognized the hi& land value, and optimized the 

housing number in a given site, hence it was more appropriate for the dense to the compact 

urban context. By reducing the number of interior bays, or by diminishing their size, a 

maximum number of residences could be erected on a given site(Ged, 1994, p.174). The 

houses, usually occupying only one-forth to one-third of the lot size of that Old Shi-ku-men 
11 

houses, achieved highest density as 70% - 80% (Yu Minfei, 1992, p. 148). The separate 

layers for private and public spaces, economic use of courtyard, and spatiaily compact 

layout, etc., reflected a new mode of Me for smail-size, low-income f a d e s .  

n ie  Shi-ku-men type of lilongs, no matter old or new, stiU favored a traditional way 

of living. Highly introspective, houses fostered an intense sense of pnvacy and tranquillity, 

which kept out the hustle and bustle of the city and the sight of the public. Within the 

enclosing w d ,  the houses also allowed an elastic way of utilization and persona1i;ration of 

one's private domain (Xu Jinyou, 1983, p.24). However, poor sanitary fadities and 

interior utilities, were some of the severe problems existing in Shi-ku-men lilongs. 

33  THE NEW-TYPE LILONG HOUSE 

With the development of local economy, the housing had undergone profound 

changes. Polarization of the rich and the poor promoted the generation of lilongs in more 

styles to suit the needs and to favor the taste of different social class. Except the highly 

densined, minimum court schemes, there had developed an urgent housing need for a new 

emerging social class. The New-type Lilongs came into king in response to this need. Its 

three different modes of house models provide more choice and enricheci the housing 

market (Wang, 1989, p.55). 

l Site covemge percentage. 



The great flexibility and adaptability provided by variation of house models, the 

sipaincant achievement in interior fiinction and failities, and wmideration in livability and 

cornfort, made the New-type the most favorable and successfiil type of iilong dwelling. 

Developed in large d e ,  they are the most important among all exïsting lilongs today. 

Most of them are to be upgraded under the municipal rehabilitation pmgram, and will be 

kept in use for the next several decades d e r  irnprovement(Yu W e i ,  1992, p. 15 1). 

lnynut 
The layout of a house could be composed basically in the one jian, one-and-haif 

jian, or two-jian modes. The buildings were generally three-storied high. Rooms were 

more deked with their usage. Waste of space decreased. The three different modes of 

layouts in the New-Type Liiongs, with their wide variety of modification and combinations, 

provided a diverse range of house models different in sizes, layouts and standards. 

The One- *. : (Fig. 3.3a) 

The standard lot size of a one Jian house mode1 was 4.2m by 12m. The layout was 

basically composed in this way: the Jian used as a living m m  containhg dinning area 

facing to a front courtyard, a kitchen and a bathmm as the service area located at the back 

and linked to the front living zone by an intemal corridor. The fiont courtyard, 2 - 5m in 

depth, were sometimes enclosed with brick walls, and sometimes fenced with steel-trellised 

fisune or hollowed brick w d ,  in such cases the courtyard turneci out to be a h n t  garden. 

Small in size, the courtyard was considered more manageable. The house couid be entered 

either fiom the front or fiom the back. The intemal conidor also bctioned as a light-well, 

1 .O -2m wide, supplementing lighting for the b a b m  and dinning area.(Sheng, 1987, 

p.3 8-40). 

On the second story, there were a master bedroom, bathrooms and a Libmry. The 

third story was used as bedrooms for chiidren and guest-rooms. As the idea of introspecting 



and inward-looking atmosphere graddy dyhg out, off-ground open space such as 

balconies, roof terraces were added on upper floors to increase the sense of openness. 

Compared to the other two models, the one-jian unit is lack of necessary space for 

circulation, which led to direct entry into living-room and d t e d  in disturbance between 

dflerent activities. However, the direct entry into the kitchen aliowed a more m u e n t  wx 

of service lanes, and promoted more social contact, since homemalcers wuld do oooking 

preparation in service lanes whiie watching children piaying. The side-lanes become an 

extension of service zone, very important in daily familial and wighborly activities (Zhang 

Jianmin, 1992, p. 105). 

This mode1 had some disadvantages. The compact lot size lead to the most 

coverage of building mass except smail void space for courtyards. The Limited surface of 

exterior walls restricted ventilation and lighting, since they had to rely mostly on the one- 

spamed fiont and back exterior walis, as weli as the intemal Light-weil. The privacy of the 

house was not very good. The partition walls between every two uni6 were not well 

insuiated. Acoustic disturbance couldntt be prevented(Zhang, 1992, p. 106). 

The One--out; (Fig. 3.3b) 

Based on the one jian house rnodel, a half jian was added to the house aiming at 

solving the problems of insufficient circulation and private open space. At the h n t ,  the 

half jian was converted to a circulation comdor which consisted of entrance and stair-case; 

at the back, it was used as a service courtyard located beside the kitchen.(Sheng, 1987, p.47- 

49) 

The existence of corridor and side yard improved physical hction of the house 

considerably. The front corridor eliminated tratnc disturbance to living spam and helped 

organize the horizontal and vertical circulation of the house more clearly. The side yard 

enhanced the efficiency of senice activities as food preparation, cleaning and laundry areas. 

Both spaces also hctioned as spatial insulation inserted between two dwelling units, 



neighborly interference was thus reduced and better privacy attained (Wang, 1989, p.64). 

The diagonal location of the two, ailowed more direction of ventilation hughout the 

house and more exterior walls for fenestratioa, for example, the side-yard enabled the 

kitchen to have west-facing windows. 

in one and halfjian unit, the second story was used as sleeping & readiog area for 

the master, and the third story was used as sleeping and playhg area for children. A roof 

terrace was created on the third fioor above the kitchen, offering spacious above p u n d  

semi-open space - terrace. 

The simple but creative integration of h&jian into layout helped improve livability 

of a house within its compact urban lot. The house, occupying an average lot as 6.3m by 

12m (Wang, 1989, p. 55-60), had double access and double yards, usable open space, 

separation of private & public zones, clearer spatial order, and better ventilation & iighting 

condition. 

The use of side yard as extension of family's living space, created a spatial fluidity 

running fiom one family's side yard to the s e ~ c e  lane, and into another farnily's side yard. 

This aiso allowed a flexible way in conducting housework and neighborly social interaction 

(Xu Jinyou, 1983, p.23). Residents, living so close to each other, sharing their daily life, 

established a strong sense of fiendship. 

The Two--out . . 
; (Fig. 3 . 3 ~ )  

The two-jian house model basicaily comprised: two spacious rooms, - a drawing- 

room and a living-room - one recessing h m  the other; the senice areas locaîed at the back 

linking to the h n t  building body by an intemal corridor. The second and third story were 

not much changed fiom the previous models, except the number of bathrooms and standard 

of interior facilities were raised. The usage of m m s  was more dehed (Sheng, p.40, 1987). 



A garage was integrated into the senice w n e  as two-jian house mode1 was created 

to cater to higher income families. Sometimes garages were put together at irreguiar-shaped 

area of the settlement site, wherever considerd not good for housing. The width of side 

lanes were generally increased to 5 - 6m, assuring enough space for vehicles to pass 

(Sheng, 1987, p.40). 

The nomal lot size ranged fiom 7.2m by 9m to 8m by 12m. The building mas, 

having increased width aud decreased depth, would naturaily ensure better lighting and 

ventilation thmughout the house(Wang, p.66, 1989). 

The 3 - Sm deep h n t  garden became a nice arnenity of the house. It was ample and 

manageable in size, and protected with steel-fkamed fence or lm high brick wall. It allowed 

much personaiization, and enhanced the sense of ground-relatedness and openness of the 

house. Children could play in the garden under supedsion of their parents sitting indoors. 

The interior space, h a d g  large windows facing ont0 the garden, could bomw views nom 

the garden, without sacritichg much of its privacy. This visual and spatial permeation of 

interior and exterior expressed the new open way of living. Mezzanines and roof-top 

gardens, large bay-widows swarrned. 

Circulation was concentrated and distributed on the senrice zone. The different 

location of stair-case in the s e ~ c e  zone gave the house different advantages. 1). When the 

stair-case was located at the center of the service zone, mm like the kitchen, storage, and 

bathroom codd get direct access to it. This articulation shortend the routes of circulation 

(see Fig. 3.3~). 2). When the stair-case was placed at one end of the service zone, the 

circulation space becarne independent h m  other mm. This placement was especially 

beneficial when a f d y  divided h m  one unit hto three different apartments, each 

occupying one floor. In this case, every family could enter fiom the back entrante, using 

the stair-case to access one's apattment without disturbing the other two families (Fig. 

3.3d). This arrangement provided more flexibility in using the house Merently during the 

life cycle of a family. 



Overall, compared to the previous two models in New-type lilongs, the most 

prominent features of this mode& is its better hctional layout, effective spatial 

organi;ration, and high quality of interior finishes and facilities (Wang, 1989, p.64-66). 

However, this model was more landconsuming. The spacious two jian house model was 

suited to large-size and hi& income families. 

Exterior 
With the abandon of the exterior enclosure walls, features and elements of an open 

chamcter increased. Exterior fenestration were increased to impmve ventilation. Gardeos, 

balconies and roof terraces appeared fiequently. In some cases, the fiont gardeas were 

fairly big, and these houses got another name: Row-Garden liiong houses (Sheng, 1987, 

p.42). Traditional details like brick carvings and meticdous decoration were replaced by 

simple western ornamentation. Differentiation of building bodies and creative spatial 

organization contributed to more vivid appearance of the New-type lilong housing. By this 

stage, traditional inward-looking character gradually disappeared. Lilong housing step by 

step attaiaed the open character of Western t o m  house. 

Structure 
Concrete-hed structure, brick-wall as partitions and wood-tws roof system were 

the common building components in New-type! lilong houses. The lots of houses also 

undenvent evolution. Freed fiom wooden bay, the width of roorns slightly incxased. They 

were genedy 3.6m - 4.8m (compared to prevîous 3.6m - 4.2m), with some even to 6m. 

On the other hand, the depth of lots were 10m -14m, decreasxi h m  12x11 -16m due to a 

consideration for better physical fiinction of the house, e.g., lighting and ventilation (Wang, 

l2 Some houses built after the Sino-Japan War were oniy 8m to 12m deep. 



..a or F a c m  
Large-scaled construction of New-type Lilongs brought about profound changes to 

housing market. With the development of economy and technology, modem appliances 

and high quality of housing fecilities, were considemi an important mean to improve the 

physical fimction of houses and to produce cornfortable dwelling. The adoption of 

bathrooms and gas-stoves in kitcheas were two principle characteristics which distinguish 

the New-type lilong houses fiom the previous models. High level of interior fiirnishings & 

finishes also demonstrateci profound housing molution which was taking place during this 

stage* 

1). Bathrooms: 

For the first time in lilong's history, bathmoms as standard sanitary facilities were 

integrated into houses. Nomally a house in New-type iilong was equipped with two 

bathrooms, one on the ground floor serving the sewants and visitors, the other one on the 

second floor serving the family. For high income families, bathrooms on each flwr seemed 

not to be a luxurious facility. For low inwme f d i e s ,  there was at least one bathroom 

placed on the ground floor. The bathroom on the ground floor wes usually furnished with a 

lavatory and a toilet. The bathrooms on the upper floors were furnished with lavatory, toilet 

and bath-tub (Wang, 1989, p.67-68). 

2). Kitchens: 

Kitchens discarded the traditional briquette stoves and adopted gas ones (Wang, 

1989, p.68). 

3). Telephones and Garages, etc.: 

Heating systems were incorporated in most of the New-type homes. Domestic 

telephones prevailed. For higher income families , fireplaces appeared in the living mom. 

Garages were necessary facility and were incorporated into the service area. 

4). Lighting and Ventilation Techniques: 



After high exterior walls were removed, the lighting and ventilation condition of 
. * houses improved. The appropriate v e  rpfidl (average as 1 : 0.7), a s d  

suffïcient SUU-shine in the ground-floor mms (Xu Jiiyou, 1983, p.23). New devices iike 

air-shah were introâuced in courtyards or light-wells to improve ventilation of the ground 

floor rmms which were adversely effècted by an additional story which was added to those 

buildings. 

SummPnr 
Though the transformation in housing were comprehensive, the basic urban 

structure of a house in relation to the ensemble of the settlement wasn't affected. The 

maximum land coverage for housing, the most efficient way to opb'imize open space, had 

ensured a high density of 50% - 6O%l4 for New-type lilongs v u  Minfei, 1992, p. 147). 

3.4 THE GARDEN LILONG HOUSE 

Frorn 1930, with the spread of western culture and values in Shanghai, with the 

development of economy and accumulation of wealth in han& of the nch community, the 

Garden lilongs came to its prime. Its sophisticated layout, vivid elevation, various 

international styles, and high quality of finish and fumishings, catered to the tastes and 

fancy life-styles of a few well-to-do. 

lavout (Fig . 3.4a) 
The volume of a house mode1 was controlled by the number of stories in height and 

the number of Jians in layout. The average house volume was limited to two Jians in layout 

and three stories in height, because this spatial dimension could maintain aa efficient 

circulation within the house, and avoid excessive use of space. 

- 

l3 Building distance ratio = Building height 1 Distance between buildings. 
l4 Site coverage percentage = Building ground area 1 Site area 



The basic layout resembled that of the New-type lilong. However, the superionty 

were demonstrated by the grandness of space, comprehexity of différent service mms, and 

higher standard interior facilities. The hction of each m m  was wel designed. For 

example, between the dinning room and the kitchen, there was a meal-preparation area as 

transitional space used for hi&-standard food service; and the dinning-mm also 

accommodated a lounge for guests to have casual chat. 

The access towards the house embedded more meaning and thus additional 

entrances were required. The h n t  entrance was used as formai access or for guest entry; a 

side entrance was added to garage and used as orner's casual entry; the back entrance 

remained for servants' entry. The &nt entrance was ofien emphasized in the fomi of a 

verandab, or a porch, displayhg rich decoration, and was incorporatecl with the beautifuly 

land-scaped grand garden, to show off the wealth and privilege of the owners. The use of 

side entrance by owners avoided disturbance into living-room.(Sheng, 1987, p.43) 

Benefited by spacious-sized lots, flexibility in site planning was achieved. Roorns 

were fked fiom restncted sitesrientation often seen in a narrow-long type of lots. 

Windows could be put up on any side of exterior wds.  With three or four orientation and 

more sides of extenor waiis available for fenestration, ventilation and lighting condition of 

Garden house were greatly irnproved. 

A good view into the garden could be intentionally designed, and exterior landscape 

or scenery could be guided into interior space. V i d  privacy and acoustic insdation could 

be attained by taking advantages of the side walis of neighboring houses. For example, by 

staggering around, or recessing one unit h m  another in the general plan, a group of houses 

could achieve lively and organic relationship in their general environment, but maintain 

individuaiity and traaquiility in each private garden (See Fig. 3.4b.) 

The existence of abundant private open space eliminated neighborly contact. The 

side lanes, which used to be semi-public space for social interaction, were utilized only for 



circulation. In fact, for Mestyles of well-to-do, a lot of social activities could be taken 

indoors - parties at home or entertainment in clubs. Telephones and cars were available for 

hem when service and sociali7ation were needed. Rich people living in the Garden lilongs 

didn't have the strong ties with their neighbors. 

nor & 
The Garden Liiongs gathered a variety of European style house forms, h m  French, 

Spanish to English ranch. The exterior used many Western elements, b n t  porches, bay 

windows, colonnades, to name a few. Their structure were concrete-fhme(Wang, 1989, 

p.68). 

The house interior were highly furnished and finished - fidi bathroom facilities, 

heating system, fireplaces, marble or wooden plank floors, high ceiling, and grand 

staircases, etc. (Wang, 1989, p.70). 

In terms of architectural fom, quality of structure, physical fimction and interior 

fumishing, the Garden lilongs houses were much larger and more cornfortable than other 

types of lilong houses. But, they required large lots and their density was very low. 

3.5 THE A P A R m N T  LILONG HOUSE 

m 
According to their basic layout and spatial volume, the Apartment lilong houses 

were classified into three categories: 1). the row-pattemed building model; II). the dot- 

pattemed building model; III). and the butterfly-pattemed building model. They ranged 



h m  four to six storied, and were similar to modern apartment buildings (Sheng, 1987, 

p.45-46). 

1). The Row-pattemed building model used a rectangular shape of layout. There 

were two to six units per floor, and two to three units per landing. Basidy,  each unit had 

Living-rwms and bedrooms at the h n t  (normally south), and &ce mms at the back. 

Since s e ~ c e  lanes were no longer available in use for each family, a secondary staircase, 

serving as sentice access or emergency exit, was added at the back of the building for every 

two units. (See Fig. 3 Sa.) 

II). The Dot-pattemed building model had a more tight and compact layout and so 

slimmer volume. There were two units on each floor, sharing one fiont entrance and one 

back exit. Since each unit was fke on tbree sides of exterior walls, orientation and 

ventilation were generally good. (See Fig. 3.5b.) 

III). The Butteffly-patterned building model was a larger-scaie dot-pattemed 

building model. Mead of two units, there were four uni@ on each floor, sharing one 

common Staircase, usually located on the north. Modeled d e r  the European point-block, 

each unit occupied one corner of the layout. Ail senrice rooms of four units were clustered 

in the center of the floor plan, where ventilation and iighting conditions were poor. The 

s e ~ c e  rooms maintained lighting and ventiiation by having openings towards common 

comdors. Secondary staircases were integrated into the service area, one for every two 

units. (See Fig. 3 Sc.) 

Adopting concrete-framed structure, the structure of Apartment buildings were 

good. Being 4 - 5 storied, they had most characteristics of modem apartment buildings. 

The exterior were Stone, brick, or stucco nnish, with some omamentation including modem 

and Westernized decomtion (Wang, 1989, p.70-71). 



The i n t e k  fzilities were of high standard Full bathroom fircilities, heatuig 

system, gas and electricity supply, and even fireplaces were included in the apartrnents. 

Elevator in the common lobby of a building was considered a must 

Summanr 
In short, Apartment ldongs was a very compact and concentrated type of lilongs, 

embedded many features of modem apartment buildings. However, the ground-relatedness, 

sociaily cohesive atmosphere common in traditional iilong dwelling was sacrificd or lost. 

3.6. EVOLUTION OF HOUSE FORMS 

The coexistence of different house modes in the same pattern of lilong dwelling was 

an inevitable outcome of social and econornic transformation. The complexity of social and 

econornic gap between users' group required housing market to produce a wide range of 

option to satisfy various needs and to adapt to different contexts. As lilong houses went 

through ail  these changes, the method of construction, standard of facilities, and quality of 

finish also improved due to the improvement of modem technology. 

Reviewing the change of house models, one can observe an evolution 

accompanying this settlement fom. Except Garden Lilongs designed for a specific income 

group, iilong houses were transformed to becorne spatialiy more vertical than horizontal. 

During the whole evolution pmcess, the number of stories of the house mode1 increased, 

while the lot size decreased. Corresponding to this trend, was the transformation h m  

ground-related pattern to concentrated pattem of building mas. Besides the spatial and 

volume evolution, architectural characteristics also changed. Traditional inward-looking 

character gradually dying out, Western open elements prevailed. 



The evolution, however, did not profoundly affect the general pattern of a lilong 

parti, where organization of intemal lanes, cornmon entry (gateway) h m  the urban streets, 

and hierarchicai distribution of open space fmm the most public to semi-public, then to 

semi-private and W y  to the most private arezis, still femauled in the overall composition 

of the settiement fom of Hong housing. The idea of Street shops on the perimeter of the 

development sites, and &-scaled home business randomly placed around intemal area of 

the neighborhood, persistecl. 

To s u m a r k ,  traditionai hienuchical principles sustained on the generai urban 

structure of this settlement fom where this pattern of dweiiing was deeply rooted, while 

western ideas seemed to have more impact on individual house f o m .  For Lilongs, its 

exterior outfit might have changea but its inherited spirit didn't. 



1. Skywell 
3. Verandah 
3. Main Hall-room for ancestors 
4. Bedroorn 
5. Kitchen 

Fig. 3.la A Typical San-he-yuan (Three-sided Courtyard) with a large 
skywell(courtyard) in fiont and a smdler one behind. 
Source: Knapp, Ronald G., China's Yernacular Architecture: House Form and Culme, p49, 1989. 

1. Courtyard 
2. Central Hall 
2. Bedroorn 
4. Light-weII 
5. Kitchen 
6 .  Storage 
7. Storage or Servant r o m  

Fig. 3.lb Plan of an Old Shi-ku-men Lilong House (in one-jian and two-shang 
pattern) 
Source: Sheng, Hua, Shanghai Lilong Housing, p. 33, 1987. 



Five-jian Unit 

(a). Fust-fl oor Plan 

Three-j ian Unit 

(b). Second-floor Plan 

(c). Elevation and Section 

Fig. 3.1 c A Cornparison of Plans and Elevation 
of a Five-j ian unit and a Three-j ian unit 
Source: Wang, S haozhou, Shanghai Modern Architecture, p. 47. 1 98 9 

1. Courtyard 
2. Central Hall 
3. Bedroom 
4. Light-well 
5. Kitctien 
6. Storage 
7. Auxiliary Room 



Fig . 3.1 d Cross-ventilation in a Shi-ku- 
men House 

Fig. 3. le Airy Space and O p e ~ e s s  
Achieved in the Courtyard 



Fig. 3. l f  Exterior Elevation 

Fig. 3.lg Wooden Frame Structure 
Source: Wang, Shaozhou, Shanghai Modern Architecture, p. 23. 1989 



First-floor Plan Second-fl oor Plan 

First-floor Plan Second-floor Plan 

Fig. 3.2a Plan of New Shi-ku-men Houses 
Source: Sheng, p. 35 , 1987. 

(a). One-jian Unit 

(b). One-jian and One-shang 

r 

1. Courtyard 
2. Central Hall 
3. Bedroom 
4. Light-well 
5. Kitchen 
6. Storage 
7. Bathroom 
8. Auxiliary Room 



- II Bedroom I I  

Fig. 3 2 b  Section of a New Shi-ku-men Lilong House 

Source: Sheng, p. 36 , 1987- 

Fig. 3 . 2 ~  Rear Elevation 
Source: Sheng, p. 36 , 1987. 
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Second- floor Third-fl oor 

Fig. 3.3a Plan of New-type Lilong House (One-jian Unit) 
Source: Sheng, p. 39 , 1987. 

1. Courtyard 
2. Central Hall (Living-room) 
3. Bedroom 
4. Light-well 
5. Kitchen 
6.Servant-room 
7. Bathroom 
8. Garage 
9. Roof Terrace 
10. Side yard 

Fig. 3.3b Plan of New-type Lilong House (One-and-half jian Unit) 
Source: Sheng, p. 40, 1987. 



Fig. 3 . 3 ~  Plan of New-type Lilong House (Two-jian Unit) 
Source: Sheng, p. 40 , 1987. 

Fig. 3.3d 
Source: Sheng, p. 4 1 , 1987. 

1. Courtyard 
2. Living-room 
3. Bedroorn 
4. Light-well 
5.  Kitchen 
6.Drawhg-room 
7. Bathroom 
8. Garage 



1. Garden 
2. Living-room 
3 - Bedroom 
4. Balcony 
5. Kitchen 
6. Servant-room 
7. Bathroom 
8. Garage 
9. Roof Tenace 
10. Mud-room 
1 1 .  Food Preparat 
12. Dining 

1 

Fig. 3.4a Plan of a Garden Lilong House 
Source: Sheng, p.43 , 1987. 

Second-fl oor 

SHANG--FANG GARDEN 

Fig. 3.4b Two Site Plans of Garden LiIongs 
Source: Sheng. p.34 . 1937. 



Standard- floor 

Ground- floor 

Fig. 3% Plan of Row-patîem Apartrnent Lilong Building 
Source: Sheng, p.45 , 1987. 

Fig. 3.5b Plan of Dot-pattern Apmtment Lilong Building 
Source: Sheng, p.45 , 1987. 



Standard- floor 

Fig. 3.5~ Plan of Butterfly-pattern Apartment Lilong Building 
Source: Sheng, p.46 , 1987. 



CHAPTER IV: 

THE CASE STUDY" 

4. f HONG-DE-U (SHI-KU-MEN LILONG) 

Hong-de Li occupies the northeast corner of a busy block in northwest Huang-pu 

District, close to the Bond (Fig. 4. la). The two intersecting streets - Xia-men Road and 

Zhe-jiang Road, are renowned for their many small-scale streetshops that sel1 metal 

fittings and a variety of electronics products. Buildings in surroundhg area are mostly 2 

- 3 storied old structures. The M c  on Zhe-jiang Road is heavy since this location is 

only four blocks away fiom the Nanjing Road - the major commercial street of Shanghai. 

Hong-de Li, 0.43 hectare in total and built in two-storied brick-wood structure, is 

accessible fiom three entrantes: one on Xia-man Road, and two smaller ones on Zhe- 

jiang Road (Fig. 4.lb). However, when viewing fiom outside, one can hardly realize the 

residential character inside (Fig. 4.1 c). 

Two street fiontages were Mly occupied by smdl shops, located on the ground 

floor, with residences above. Ali shops are backed up by small internai lanes. The total 

units16 built on site are fifty-seven. Inside the lot, the central two rows of houses are two- 

jian units, each havhg a small fiont courtyard. The perimeter houes in the western and 

southem two rows were three-jian units, each having a large centrai courtyard. Al1 

15 This chapter contains information about 1 1 lilong communities which were surveyed by the author 
during field trip. Except the site plans and floor plans of each Lilong which were referenced fiom existing 
information, the rest of the information was collected by the author. The drawings were made by the 
author. Each case study was followed at the end by a diagram (prepared by the author ) to sumacka the 
general quantitative data of that lilong. 
16 Commercial & residential in total. 



houses have south orientation. The main lane, in an L-shape, is 2.8m wide. The side 

lanes are 1.5m wide. 

As Old Shi-loi-men lilong, houses in Hongde Li have no toilet fafilities, nor are 

there any public wash-rooms on site. Nowadays, there is a septic tank located near one 

entrance. Every family uses a nightstool. People can empty the nightstools in the septic 

tank by themselves, or they can, after paying some money to the municipality, leave the 

nightstools in fiont of their house every moniing, the city has special service to empty the 

night stools. 

When walking into the interna1 lanes, one immediately feels the calm. The inside 

residential area are very quiet, much different firom the busy atmosphere of outer 

commercial space. This is because the street shops on the perimeter of the site block 

away the trafic and commercial noise nom intemal residentiai area. 

In order to acquire M e r  information, the author selected one unit (marked as A 

in site plan) for investigation (Fig. 4. Id). This is a large courtyard house. The original 

space designed for just one large extended family was subdivided several times, and now 

there are 13 families living here. Each family ranges fiom 1-5 members. Within the 

courtyard, there are lots of housewares, especially plastic bathtubs, packed in the corners. 

There are several water taps, each having different meter-readings, located beside the 

entrance. Each water tap is used by one family exclusively. 

The fiont half part of the former reception-rooml' was converted into a kitchen, 

used by thirteen families who now occupy the rooms around the fkont colwtyard. Every 
18 

family has a gas stove in the kitchen but no storage space. Refngerators are placed in 

the bedrooms. 

l7 The original ancestral room. 
l8  Facilitated after the Liberation. 



When looking around the courtyard, the author discover some traces of carved 

beams and painted rafters. The sculpture on the lattice window, though dusty, remaios 

delicate. The original space, though subdivided, was essentiaily grand. These details 

remind the author that the building was a richiy ornamented house in its original shape. It 

still reflets a good construction standard fiom the time when it was built. 

The residents were happy to be inte~ewed. When asked about: "What do you 

think about Shi-ku-men lilongs?" "Do you iike to live here? and Why" They generally 

expressed that Shi-ku-men lilongs are very special to Shanghaineses. They al1 like to Live 

here for several reasons. One is that they like Shi-ku-men's atmosphere, and have 

established a harmonious relationship with neighbors. Living here for long, meeting each 

others days and nights, every family gets to know and understand each other very well. 

When there arises a domestic or neighborly dispute, other neighbors will corne forward to 

mediate between the two parties. Hence for long, residents have generally lived 

peacefully. The second reason is that both the family and the social lives are very 

convenient here. There are assorted shops nearby, ranging from fast-foods stands to 

forma1 restaurants, fiom grocery stores to electronic shops, thus residents can al1 consume 

or purchase locally. Also the well-known commercial Street - the Nanjing Road is ody 7 

to 8 minutes walking distance away. Residents, especially young people, feel it is a good 

place for socialization. Finally, the residents added that it is faster and easier to get to 

their work place from here. 

Regarding the last resson, the author wants to m e r  illustrate. A large portion of 

Shi-ku-men residents fonn the senice profession of Shanghai and find employment in 
19 

downtown agencies. Due to the huge population and open policy for migration, 

Shanghai's public bus lines are getting more and more overloaded. The city has heavy 

traffic in rush hours every day. Using only bicycles, the residents in Shi-ku-men lilongs 

l9 Shanghai is renowned for its light industg and commerce. PeopIe h m  al1 over the country, especially 
in neighboring region fiequently travel to Shanghai to buy clothes and other home appliances. So the 
service profession in Shanghai is very active. 



can cornmute in short time withia downtown area (faster thaa taking a bus). If they lived 

in the outskirts and comrnuted to the city by bus, it would take them one to two hours to 

get to their work place. 

When asked about if the residents would like to move out to a new development 

ma, like PU-don; or other area outside downtown to have a standard apartrnent suite, 

the residents generally express their reluctance. They said that if they lived in an 

apartment like that, they would feel "lost" or "isolated". The pleasant living atmosphere 

they had long cherished in the Shi-ku-men Lilongs would be missing. They hope the 

current condition could be improved, but if not, they are satisfied to stay here. 

When asked about what they want most to be improved? The a m e r  was 

unanimous: "Saniîary conditions". The residents hope if not enough for every family, 

then at lest for several fhmilies in one court-yard, to have a common washroom where 

sumrner showering may also be possible. Currently every family has a plastic bath-tub 

(what the author had seen in the courtyard). In summer, adults take their bath at home 

while children can take bath in the courtyard or in the lanes (Fig. 4. le). In winter, they al1 

use a local public bathhouse. 

M e r  improving sanitary conditions, they hope the living area can be increased by 

relocating part of the residents, like 30% of the Hong-de Li population. The current 

living area per person is 4 - Smlperson. Each family generally has two rooms." The 

original jian has been partitioned on its every structural pst.= For some families, their 

rooms are even not linked together. 

2o East shore of Huang-pu River, now o p e d  as the new economic development special zone. 
21 The term of "room" hem indicates a space which is a subdivision based on the original complete one- 
j ian. 

A jian has several of posts as structural support. 



Stepping out of this courtyard, the author felt that the living condition here was 

very crowded, however there are something very special quaiities that has amacted its 

residents, of different generation, to stay. As the author observed just in twenty minutes, 

the central courtyard is very busy and efficiently used, not only for housework, but also 

for socialking. For the residents, it is an enjoyable thing if they can relax and chat in the 

courtyard or lanes after work with neighbors with whom they are so tightly attached to. 

Even in weekends, neighbors can have conversation while doing housework. This is 

something you may find missing in contemporary apartment buildings. No matter where 

you walk in the Shi-ku-men lilongs, you can always h d  residents looking at you through 

their windows from inside the house, some would even walked out to ask: "Who are you 

looking for?' or "What are you here for?" This phenornena refiects that the residents 

here have a strong sense of community and responsibility. 

Before walking out of Hong-de Li, the author took the last glance at the small 

lanes and the rhythmical doors, and saw a young man sining in a chair and reading a book 

in the shadows in the main lane. For him, the hot weather and city mise seemed gone 

away. This piece of quiet space had allowed him to get lost in his own world. Tumllig 

back, the author started to ponder over the charm of Shi-ku-men Lilongs. 
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Fig. 4.la Urban Location of Hong-de Li 
Reference: Shanghai Map Publication. 
"a" - Indicate the location of the specified iilong sealement. Same for the rest of lilongs. 
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1. Entrance 
Fig. 4. l b Site Plan of Hong-de Li 
Source: Sheng, p.81 , 1987. 

2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. Residential units 
5 .  Commercial units 
6.  Courtyard 
7. Septic Tank 



Fig. 4.1 c View fkom Exterior 
- Commercial Units at Urban Block Front 

F irst-floor 

Fig. 4.1 d PIan of Unit A 
Source: Sheng, p.82 , 1987. 



Fig. 4. Ir Scene in the Courtyard 

Fig. 4. I f View to Two Side Lanes 



Fig. 4.1 g Busy Activities Happened in the Lilong 



4.2 ZHUN-DE U (SHIXUMEN LILONG) 

Zhunde Li, 1.56 ha in area, is located at the northwest corner of Xia-men road 

and Zhe-jiang Road, just opposite of the Hong-de Li (Fig. 4.2a). Its urban surroundings 

are the same as that of Hong-de Li. The site is a square-shaped one. The main lane, 

4.5m wide, extends northward fiom the south entrance, and splits the site into two. Side 

lanes, 3.3m wide, are al1 dead-ended and orthogonally connected to the main lane (Fig. 

4.2b). 

There are ninety-seven units in total built on site. Among them, forty-seven are 

single-jian units, thirty-one are two-jian units, and nineteen are three-jian units. Most of 

the single-jian u i t s  were built dong the two commercial streets, which have shops on the 

ground floor and residences above. These streetfkont units forms a continuous wall that 

blocks most of the trafic noise on the busy Zhe-jiang Road. 

Built in 1930, Zhun-de Li is a good standard Shi-ku-men lilong. Compared to 

other Shi-ku-men lilongs, its unit sizes are larger; its main lane and side-lanes are wider. 

Every unit has a courtyard in the fiont and a light-well in the middle. Its daylighting and 

ventilation conditions are better. The building extenor, though have been renovated 

several times after the Liberation, retaios traditional style and decoration. L o o b g  fiom 

the lanes, one can only see Sm extenor wall with entry gate Lioking to gabled-walls on 

hnio sides. The structure is in good shape. 

This lilong has a quite civilized social order. An overall control is initiated fiom 

the entrance, where a resident's committee office can check on visitors. A number of 

food-stands selling linle eating, and a couple of key-chah and shoe-repairing counter? 

are also scattered around the entrance, facilitating secure surveillance of the lilong. At 

this access point, strangers can't sta lk  in without being noticed by any one of the above 

25 All are home business. 



group of people. Hence the entnince provide a strict secmity control for the whole 

cornrnunity (Fig. 4.2~). 

Once inside the entrance, the internai environment seems to be in order and 

hannony. The site layout deploys a hierarchy of spaces fiom the most public to semi- 

public and then to semi-private, and so allows a wide range of outdoor activities taking 

place safely in the yards and lanes. Benches are set dong the main lane with lushly 

planted vines. Elderly could sit on the benches to enjoy the cool shade in summer, while 

watching children play (Fig. 4.2d). Children seemed to be more energetic and run 

everywhere. In the middle passage of the main lane, a newspaper bulletin is placed where 

recent social and economic news are available for residents to read. A chess-room and a 

library are housed nearby, offering more types of entertainment activities. A couple of 

barber and tailoring shops are opened as home business to facilitate daily living. 

There are almost no vehicles passing by, except one or two of them are found 

parked in the main lane. Residents generally use bicycles to go to work, and stack their 

bicycles in fiont of their house in the side-lanes. At the time of investigation - 1 1 :OOam, 

working adults cm be rarely seen in the lilong. Only children and elderly were lefi home 

to enjoy their way of life. Zhun-de Li, by its self-administrative and social-control 

system, provides a cornfortable and safe environment for its residents and their families. 



ZHUN-DELI- 
Type of Liiongs: New Shi-lni-men Liiong. Buik 1930 
Land Covemee: 1.56 ha. 

I Open Spaces I I 

Density 
Total Built Area 
Built Unit Density 
Built Area Density 
Open Space Density 

Land-use 

Buildings 

21,185 mt 
6 1.54 duha 

13,580 d i h a  
147m'llO'm' 

Building Coverage 
Circulation 
Private 
Semi-public 
Communal Greenerv 

Circulation 
Number of Story 
Building Dist. & Ration 
Number of Units 
Units Prototypes 

Type of Green sPaces - belt-shaped greenery space in public area 

67.9 O/O 
18.8% 
9.8% 
10.2% 
0.8% 

Number of Main Lanes 
Width of Main Lanes 
Number of Side-lanes 
Width of Side-lanes 

2 

96 
1,2,3-iians 

Usable Open Spaces 

Garage 
1 Units of Garage 1 none 

1 
4.5m 

12 
A 

3.3m 

sub-lanes & main lanes 

Entrsnce 
# of Entrantes 1 2 

BUILT UNITS 
Distribution of Commercial & 

Residential Built Units 
Commercial Units 
Residential Units 
Commercial Ratio 
Residential Ratio 

Distribution of Residential Unit 
Prototypes 

46 
50 

46/9647.9% 
50i965- 2.1 % 

Two-j ian Units 
Three-jian Units 
Two-jian Ratio 
Three-iian Ratio 

7 

31 
19 

3 1/5û=62% 
19/5&38 % 
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Fig. 4.2a Urban Location of Zhun-de Li 

I .  Entrance 
2. Main lane 

Fig. 4.2b Site Plan of Zhun-de Li 3. Side lane 
- $7 

Source: From Shanghai Municipal Building Survey Institution 4. Residential units 
5 .  Commercial units 
6. Courtyard 



Fig. 4 . 2 ~  Activity at the Entrance 

Fig. 4.2d View of the Side Lane 



4.3. TONG-FU U (SHI-KUMEN LILONG) 

The 0.78 ha Tong-fh Li, occupies a narrow-long site in the western part of Huang- 

pu District (Fig. 4.3a). The site has one major r o d  - Nanjing Road bordered on the 

south, and a smaller road - Feng-yang Road on the north and West (Fig. 4.3b). Buildings 

along Nanjing Road are mostly medium-rise (4 - 6 storied) commercial buildings. 

Building inside the urban blocks are mainly low4se houshg. There is a theater on the 

east side of Tong-fb Li, and a major downtown park - People's Park - across the street. 

Its two entrances are set respectively on the south and north edge of the site. Its 

main lane, 5m wide, runs fiom south to north, and splits the site into two. AU side lanes, 

3m wide, are orthogonally connected to the main lane. Among the total forty-six d t s ,  

seventeen of them are commercial one-jian units, built on the southem and northern 

perimeter of the site. The interna1 units are two-jian and three-jian wide. Since ail the 

housing units are enclosed with a high exterior wall, one can only see fiom the lanes is 

the rhythmical gable wails echoing along the main lane and exterior entry doors repeating 

in side lanes. However by counting the number of entry doors between every two gabled 

walls, one can figure out what kind of houe mode1 was used for this particula. house 

inside. When there is one entry door between two gabled walls, the house inside is a 

three-jian unit. When there are two entry doors between two gabled walls, then there are 

two houses inside, each of them is a two-jian unit with their courtyards attached together. 

The more j ians a unit has, the more prestige and wealthier the owner was (Fig. 4.3~). 

in Tong-fit Li, there are twenty two-jian units, and nine three-jian units. 

However, none of them have retained their original complete one-mit space. 

investigation in a three-jian house showed that the original space for a large extended 

family was subdivided among thirteen small families. Even so, Tong-fi Li is a good 

standard lilong. It is one of the best Shi-ku-men lilongs in Shanghai, hence is well 

preserved by the municipality. Except some vendors around the entrante, there are some 



home business such as a barber shop, tailoring, and copy service integrated into houses. 

Residents in te~ewed by the author al1 feel happy to Live hem. The lanes are wide and 

neat. The daylighting and ventilation conditions are supenor to other Shi-ku-men lüongs. 

Building structure is in good shape. Walls are painted red, setting-off the dark old stone 

doors. Vines and hedges are lushly planted in the lanes, on the windows, above the 

balconies and on roof terraces. Residents, living in a good-standard neighborhood, seem 

to have more happier mood and aesthetic sense to personah their pnvate space. 



TONG-FU LI 
Type of Liionp: OId Shi-hi-men Lilong. Built: 
Land Coverane: 0.78 ha. 

Open Spaces 
Type of Green Spaces private court-yards 
Usable Open Spaces court-yards, main lanes and sub-lanes 

Density 
Total Built Area 
Built Unit Density 
Built Area Density 
Open Space Density 

Land-use 

Buildings 

9 3 1  m2 
58.97 ddha 
12,258 m2ha 
233m'/10sm' 

Building Coverage 
Circulation 
Private 
Semi-public 
Communal Greenery 

Circulation 
Number of Story 
Building Dist. $ Ratio 
Number of Units 
Units Prototypes 

Garage 
Units of Garage 1 none 

61.2 % 
25% 

13.8% 
14.8% 

O 

Number of Main Lanes 
Width of Main Lanes 
Number of Side-lanes 
Width of Side-lanes 

2 
2m (0.48H) 

46 
1 2, a 

Entrance 
# of Entrances 1 2 

1 
Sm 
15 
3m 

Distribution of Commercial & 
Residential Built Units 

Distri bution of Residential Unit 
Prototypes 

Commercial Units 
Residential Units 

One-and-halfj ian Units 
Two-j ian Units 

17 
29 

20 
9 
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Fig. 4.3a Urban Location of Tong-fu Li 

1. Entrance 
2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. Residential units 
5. Commercial units 
6. Courtyard 

Fig. 4.3b Site Plan of Tong-fb Li 
Source: From Shanghai Municipal Building 
Survey Institution 



One 3-jian Pattern Courtyard House TWO 2-jian Pattern Courtyard Houses 

Fig. 4 . 3 ~  Exterior Elevation Contiguration 
Reference: Reseutch On Human Setthents in Shanghai, p 179, 1992. 



4.4. CHANG-LE VILLAGE (NEW-WPE LILONG) 

Chang-le (meaning: happy forever) Village, 1.91 ha, is located at 39 - 45 south 

Shan-xi Road in the center of Jing-an District, one block south of Nanjing Road (Fig. 

4.4a). Though not in a busy block, the neighborhwd has aU the Life conveniences a city 

can offer. The surroundhg streets are full of assorted small-scaie shops, restaurants, 

fashions stores and grocery, while more active and busy street life can be searched in 

Nanjing Road, which is only five minutes walk distance away. 

The site is a rectangular-shaped, two hectares of land, having 129 built units (Fig. 

4.4b). The main lane is absent fiom the site, leaving seven side lanes al1 directly 

accessible fiom the street. There are five entrances in total on the west end of the site, 

each entrance serving two rows of houses. The east end of the site is enclosed by wall, so 

the side lanes are al1 dead-ended (cul-de-sac). The northemmost row of units is 

commercial. 

Al1 houses are one-jian units, oriented north-south. Their gardens on the south 

side are beautifûlly landscaped with hedges, trees and flowers, which provide lively and 

pleasant views to the intemal space (Fig. 4.4~). 

The houses were skillfûily designed in elevation. In two story, the houses are 

featured with open gardens, sloped roofs, bay-windows and curved balconies in the 

southem facade, and one-stoned service yard at the back. Finished in white stucco and 

red tiles, the architecture looks very exquisite in shades of green (Fig. 4.4d). 

The standard of this lilong is very good, enabling Chang-le to be one of the best 

New-type lilong in Shanghai. The interiors were well-furnished, having full equipped 

master bath-rooms on the second floor and small bath-rooms on the ground floor. Gas is 

provided in al1 kitchens. The building distance is wide (1 : 1.5), offering a good 



sunlighting and ventilation to the houses. Shops and a number of home commercial 

outlets to seii soft drinks, fiower are set dong the entrantes, whose owners unially keep 

an eye on incoming visitors. Since the side lanes are very secure and wide, residents 

often use them to display and sun-dry clothes, f d s ,  and other belongings. The side 

lanes foster an atmosphere for a humane and elastic residential iife (Fig. 4.4e). 

The negative points of Chang-le Village are two. The westemmost units, adjacent 

to Shan-xi Road, is disturbed by the street noise. The northemmost two rows of units 

have a shorter building distance (1 : 0.7), therefore they are not so favorable as the other 

five rows of houses. 



1 CHANG-LE VILLAGE 
Type of Lilongs: New-type LUong. Bdt :  1925 
Land Coveraee: 1.91 ha. 

1 1 - 1 Buiit Unit Densitv 
1 

1 64.5 duha 1 Circulation 1 20.0% 

Density 
Total Built Area 1 19148 nu 

- - 

  an dise Distribution 
Building 1 53.5 % 

I 

Buiit Arwi Density 
Open Space Density 

9574 iuma 
387 mYIO'mL 

Building - 

Open Spaces 

Circulation 
# of Story 
Building Distance & Ratio 
# of Units 
Units Prototvbes 

Usable Open Spaces 

Type of Greenery Space 

Garage 
Units of Garage 1 none 

1 Residential Ratio 
1 I 1 

1 104/129=80.6% 1 1 

Communal Green Space 
Defined Semi-public Space 
Private Open Space 

# of Main Lanes 
Width of Main Lanes 
# of Side-lanes 
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2 
12m (1.- 

129 
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gardens as private open space; 
side lanes as semi-public open spaces ; 
private gardens 

Entrance 
# of Entrances 1 5 
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BUILT UNITS 

O 
16.0% 
22.8% 
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6 
4-Sm 

-L 

Distribution of Commercial & 
Residential Built Units (129) 

Distribution of Residential Unit 
Prototypes (1 04) 

Commercial Units 
Residentiai Wnits 
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One-j ian Units 25 
1 04 

25/129=19.8% 

1 04 

1 
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Fig. 4.4a Urban Location of Chang-le Village 

1. Entrance 
2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. Residential units 
5 .  Commercial mits 
6. Garden 

Fig. 4.4b Site Plan of Chang-le Village 
Source: Sheng, p. 122 , 1987. 



Fig. 4 . 4 ~  Plan of Two Corner Units 
Source: Sheng, p. 123 , 1987. 



Fig. 1.4d Houe Elevation 

Fig. 4.4e View to the Lanes 



4m5m JINQ-AN VILLA (NEW-MPE LILONG) 

Jing-an Villa is located in the central location of Jing-an District, in a most busy 

commercial area of Shanghai (Fig. 4.5a). It is bordered by two streets - Nanjing Road on 

the north and Wei-bai Road on the south. Its ody  main lane, running north-south across 

the whole neighborhood, connects to twenty-four side lanes, which are di dead-ended 

(Fig. 4.5b). 

Jing-an Vilia occupies an area of 2.35 hectares, and remains to be the largest- 

scaled New-type lilong in Shanghai. It has 183 units in total, twenty of them dong 

commercial streets, and 163 built internally. The northemmost row of building is 

commercial units, maintainhg street-shop continuity dong Nanjing Road. Nanjing Road 

is made up by four to five-stoned fashion stores, restaurants, and assorted housewares 

shops, most of them have very modem finishes. Jing-an Villa, accessible fiom a gateway 

which is only 4m wide, cm hardly be recogoized by passers-by when one is entangled in 

the bustling crowd and commercial excitement occurred on Nanjing Road. The other 

Street, Wei-hai Road is not busy, and the southermnost row remained as residential units. 

Within the 163 intemal units, forty-seven were two-jian units, mostly built beside 

the main lane, forty-nine were 5.4m wide one-jian units, and sixty-seven were 4.5m wide 

one-jian units (Fig. 4.5~). 

Built in 1928, Jing-an Village was a good standard New-type lilong, and it has 

been well-maintained after the Liberation. The buildings were constnicted with fine 

materials in good quality. Though the exterior was refinished recently, the structure still 

appeared sound, no trace of deterioration. The lanes are wide - 7.0m for main lane and 

S.Om for side lanes, straight and clearly organized, providing an efficient framework for 

intemal circulation and emergency transportation. Al1 the units, south and north double 

oriented, has a courtyard in the fiont and a light-well at the back. Toilets and gas are 



found in the houses. AU houses are built in three stories - 9.6m in height. Building 

distance between the fiont and the back row is 8.25m. Building distance ratio has 

reached 0.85 H, - a fairly good sunlighting and ventilation condition in lilongs. 

Housing units, aligned in rows in identical distance, optimize the land coverage. 

A lefi-over odd-shaped space on the western part of the site is taken by five units of 

garages. The land-use of the developrnent is efficient. 

Connecting two major roads such as Nanjing Road and Wei-hai Road, the main 

lane seems active and busy. It allows vehicular trafic, but the residents and passers-by, 

mainly bicyclists and pedestrians, compose the major intemal td l ic .  

Compared to the main lane, the side lanes are much quieter. niey are mainly 

utilized by residents that live in houses fronting on them. Vehicles are not permitted in 

side lanes, hence children can exercise fieely (Fig. 4.5d). 

Some two-jian units dong the main lane have combined home based business 

activities. Arnong them, are fiesh M t  sales counters, cigarette-sellhg-windows, fast- 

food stands, and t a i l o ~ g  shops. The courtyards and side lane spaces have been used to 

accommodate the home businesses. 

In Jing-an Village, there is hardly any public green space. However, greenery can 

be found lushly planted in every courtyard, and some grown in concrete planters dong 

the main lane. 

There are some negative aspects for Jing-an Village. One is that the main lane, 

being convenient link between two major roads, attracts many passers-by. Many people 

have use it as a shortcut nom Wei-haî Road to Nanjing Road. Hence it introduces 

strangers and has evoked safety concem fiom residents. If the access to Jing-an Village 

through both entrances are well controlled, this problem can be solved. Another negative 



aspect is that there are too many d l  businesses inside the lilong. On one hand they 

provide convenient daily senice for the community and have provide opportunities to 

gain extra incorne for families; on the other hand, they have disturbed the quietness and 

messed the clean public environment. 



JING-AN VILLAS 
1 Type of Lüongs: New-type Liiong. Buik 1928 
1 Land Coverane: 235 ha. 1 

Density 1 Land-use Distribution 1 
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Building 
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1 
7.0m 
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Sm 
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BUILT üNITS 
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Prototypes (163) 
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5.4m-wide One-j ian Units 
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# of Two-jian Units 
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3 

49 
67 
47 
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Fig. 4.5a Urban Location of Jing-an Villa 

1 .  Entrance 
2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. Residential unie 
5. Commercial units 
6.  Courtyard 

Fig. 4.5b Site Plan of Jing-an Villa 
Source: Sheng, p. 1 O6 , 1987. 



Fig. 4 . 5 ~  Sample Unit Plan 
Source: Sheng, p. 106 , 198% 

Fig. 4.Sd View of Side Lanes 



4.6. HUAI-HA1 WLUGE (NEW-TYPE LILONG) 

Huai-hai Village is located at northwest corner of Lu-wuan District, at the 

crossing node of tbree districts of downtown - Lu-wuaa, Jing-an and Xu-hui (Fig. 4.6a). 

It cm be accessed at 927 Huai-hai Road - a very renowned major commercial street of 

Shanghai, and Mao-ming Road at its intersection with Nan-chang Road. Buildings on 

Huai-hai Road are mostly four to six-storied, some of them are grand multi-hctional 

shopping malls. Buildings on Mao-ming Road are two to three-storied. There are a few 

hi&-rise developments erected in vicinity. 

The site is long n m w  and L-shaped. Its main lane is L-shaped consequently, 

extendhg fiom the north entrance at Huai-hai Road to the south-east entrance at Mao- 

ming Road. Side lanes have different longitude, with some having over thirty units 

digning in one row (Fig. 4.6b). 

There are altogether 183 units built on the site. Sixteen of them, located on the 

north and east street fiontage, were converted to shops on their ground floor. 

Lined with a series of modem shops and grand malls on Huai-hai Road, the 

forma1 access to Huai-hai Village is only a passage with a board carving this village' 

name hanging on the overhead building. If you are not attentive, you may not be aware 

of the entrance, especially when your attention rnight be distracted by commercial 

activities going on around the entrance (Fig. 4.6d). Though congested and noisy, this 

entmnce controlled by the residents' cornmittee office, demarcates the boundary between 

the public space of the city and the semi-public space of Huai-hai Village, and separate 

the commercial and the domestic activities. Several of public phones are available at the 

entrance for intemal and extemal use. 

The other enûance is less busy, but is also supervised by a few home businesses 

which have grow up after the economic reforms were introduced. There are restaurants 



and a moming food market nearby, and assorted small shops dong Mao-ming Road and 

Nan-chang Road, providing suflicient and economic choice to local residents. 

Since there are abundant shops nearby, there are only a few home busiwsses 

within Huai-hai Village. The lanes are kept clean and neat. The inside eaffic is light. 

Though situated in a noisy location, this liiong enjoys a harmonious and peaceful internal 

living atmosphere. 

Basic social senrice is provided inside the lilong. On Location A (marked on site 

plan), a small deposit bank (serving the residents only) and a library are housed in one 

courtyard, and a kids' playing-roorn in its neighboring courtyard. Residents visit this 

spot very fiequently (Fig. 4.6e). 

Al1 the units are one-jian units, north and south oriented. Each has a courtyard on 

the south, enclosed with a 2m brick wall, and a light-well on the north (Fig. 4.6~). 

Greenery are flourishingly planted in every courtyard. The buildings are three story high 

constructed in concrete-brick mixed structure. The exterior is featured with sloped roof, 

gray tiles and red brick wall. Roof terraces can be seen in some of the third floors. The 

interior had toilet and gas appliances. Some families have newly assembled air- 

conditioners in theù rooms. Generally, the summer weather in Shanghai is hot and 

humid. The three-story buildings and lots of trees cast shadow on half area of the ground 

at most of the time, hence residents like to sit in side lanes and enjoy the cool during the 

day. The side lanes become very usable semi-public open space (Fig. 4.6f). 

There are some negative aspects in Huai-hai Village. Some side lanes seem too 

lone, this has not only caused inconvenience in internal circulation, but also block 

diagonal ventilation which is essentially driven by southeast wind. The long wakhg 

route, though good for safety control, result a dry and du11 architecturai appearance. In 

the interior, there are no toilets in the third floor of every unit, hence the residents in the 

third floor have to corne d o m  to use toilets in the second floor. 
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HUAI-HA1 FANG 
Type of Liiongs: New-type Liiong. Built: 1924 
Land Coveraee: 1.73 ha. 

1 1 Private Omri S~ace  1 10.8% 

Density 
Total Built Area 
Built Unit Density 
BuiIt Area Density 
Open Space Density 

Land-use Distribution - 
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- 1 
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12 

courtyards as private open space; 
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the entrances used as public open spaces sometimes. 

BUILT UNITS 

Width of Side-lanes Sm 
(mainS) 

Distribution of Commercial & 
Residential Built Units (183) 

Distribution of Residential Unit 
Prototypes 

Commercial Units 
Residential Units 
Commercial Ratio 
Residential Ratio 

One-jian Units 16 
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16/183=8.7% 
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Fig. 4.6a Urban Location of Huai-hai Village 

Fig. 4.6b Site Plan of Huai-hai Village 
Source: Sheng, p. 100 , 1987. 

t .  Entrance 
2. Main lane 
3. Side iane 
4. Residential units 
5. Commercial units 
6. Morning fiee market 



Fig. 4 . 6 ~  Sarnple Unit Plan 
Source: Sheng, p. 10 1 , 1987. 

Fig. 4.6d View fiom Urban Streets 



Fig. 4.6e Local Community SeMce Program 
- a deposit bank and a kindergarten housed in courtyards 

Fig. 4.6f Shady Area of the Side Lanes in Summer 



4.7 LI-YANG GARDEN (GARDEN LILONG) 

Li-yang Garden is located at 1156 Li-yang Road in the center of Hong-kou 

District, bordered by Chang-chun Road on the West (Fig. 4.7a). Not in a busy district, the 

sumundings are dominated by convenient stores, food markets, small-scaled social 

senrice and low-rise housing. As a large-scaled garden lilong, Li-yang Garden has 

seventy semi-detached garden houes aligning in four rows. Every row of houses is no&- 

south oriented and broady distanced. There are no commercial UOits in this lilong (Fig. 

4.7b). Main lanes seem not apparent in the overall plan. The side lanes are wide and 

straight, and allow vehicuiar traffic. However, k ing  heavily protected by dense woods 

dong the extenor walis, the living space of houses are not disturbed. 

Every house is placed in a generous-shed lot and enclosed with 4m high exterior 

brick walls. A luscious garden is placed in fkont of the house and a s e ~ c e  yard placed at 

the back. The grand fiont garden and the service yard is attached, genemting an openness 

and spaciousness through out the interna1 courtyard 

A security office and a residents' cornmittee room are set in one entrante, making 

it the only control of this lilong. The rest entrances are left open. There are assorted 

small shops dong Chang-chun Road, and a local free-market in the vicinity. Vendors and 

strangers fiorn the market places c m  fieely walk into the intemal lanes. On the contrary, 

residents are seldom seen in the lanes. The side lanes are not designed in a human scale, 

hence unsuitable for intimate neighborly interaction. The residents have withdrew their 

social activities from public space of lanes to semi-pnvate spaces of interior gardens, 

especially when these gardens are very attractive due to theix generous size, lusty plants, 

and well-enclosed character. Hence the lanes have graduaily lost their fiinctions as 

supplernentary space for housework and public ground for social interaction. 



Every house has double access. In the original idea, the southern entrauce serveci 

as fonnal entry to the house, the northem entrance provided convenient access for service 

activities. However, since every house has been subdivided by several of families, these 

different hctions of entrance have gradually lost. Now each entrance is used for 

separate entry by diffeient families. The fiont garden and backyard are also assigned to 

different users. The s e ~ c e  yard is advantageous in preparing cooking and conducting 

housework. The front garden is available for gardening or sun-dryllig clothes. 

Sometimes these courtyards can still be shared in use for certain purpose, for example, as 

playground for children or as sining area for elderly. 

The architecture reflect a beautifhl decoration and skillfbl design. The volume of 

each house is composed as a higher main body (three stories) comecting to a lower wing 

(one-stoned kitchen). Its southem exterior is c h a r a c t e d  by a series arch-framed 

windows trimmed in red brick lintel and tiger-room (attic) mounted on the four-sided 

sloped roof (Fig. 4.7~). 

Residents living here belong to the prestigious social class, or whose predecessors 

had originally own a property here. They are admired by ordinary Shanghaineses, since 

it's increasingly more difficult to find a house with enclosed private garden in a location 

not far fiom downtown today. 

For the negative side, the lanes are not efficiently used by residents individually 

or neighborly. The strong socially interacting attitude spread out in the in Shi-ku-men 

type of lilongs is diminished. 



1 LI-YANG GARDEN 1 
Type of Liiong: Gaden Lüong. Built: 1914 
Land Coverage: 3.94 ha. 
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SHANGHAI XIUNICIPAL DISTRlCTS 
DISTRIBüTION MAP 

1. HUANG-PU 8. HONG-KOU 
2. NANSHI 9. U-1A-BEI 
3. JIN-AN IO. YANG-PU 

Fig. 4.7a Urban Location of Li-yang Garden 

Fig. 4 . 7 ~  Exterior Elevation of the Garden House 
- (View fiom the Side Lane) 





4.8 SHANG-FANG GARDEN (GARDEN LILONG) 

Shang-fang Garden, 2.66 ha, is located at 1285 Huai-bai Road in the northem part 

of Xu-hui District (Fig, 4.8a). Its surroundhg environment are quiet, dorninated mostly 

by garden liiongs, government agencies, and institutions. Some local shops and 

restaurants can be found in small scale nearby. 

Shang-fang Garden consists of sixty-eight garden houses aligning in five rows 

(Fig. 4.8b). AU garden houses are south-north oriented, facing to private south gardens. 

There is one entrance on Huai-hai Road. One main lane starts fiom the entrance and nins 

southward, connecting to side lanes in a T-pattern. In the middle of the site, there is a 

secondary lane paralleling to Huai-hai Road, and is now converted to a belt-shaped public 

garden. It divides the whole cornmunit- into two different user's groups. 

Houses were designed in two different standards. The northem three rows of 

garden houses had more spacious standard and higher quality of facilities. The thirty-six 

units occupied larger lots, confkonted with grand gardens. There are five fioor plans 

applied on them. Generally, each house had a living-room, a dining-room and a kitchen, 

a library, and seven to eight bedrooms. High furnished bathrooms were placed on every 

floor. A garage space was also included in the house (Fig. 4.8~). 

For the southem two rows of garden houses, there are thirty-two uni& and four 

floor plans, more or less similar to that of northem hows. However, garages and 

libraries were not included in the houses, the bedrooms diminished in size and number, 

and bathrooms were not provided on every floor (Fig. 4.8~). 

Beside the garden houses, there are one four-storied apartrnent building, six three- 

storied New-type lilong units, and a one-storied garage for three parking stalls buiit on 

the northernmost edge of the site. 



Beautifuuy landscaped and lustily planted, the beit-shaped public garden provides 

a nice open space for residents, and enriches the clearly structured environment. The 

garden houses, abundant of natuml light and ventilation, equipped with high standard 

utiiities and faciiities, have enabled Shang-fang Garden to be one of the best residential 

neighborhood in Shanghai. 



SHANG-FANG GARDEN 
Type of Lilongs: Garden Lilong. B a t :  1938 
Land Coverane: 2.66 ha. 
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;HANGHAl MUNfCIPr\L DI!jTRICTS 
IISTRIBUflON MAP 

1. HUANG-PU 8. HONG-KOU 
2. NAN-SHI 9.ZtLA-BEI 
3. JIN-AN 10. YANG-PU 
4. XU-HUI I 1. PU-NO 
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Fig. 4.8a Urban Location of Shang-fang Garden 

Fig. 4.8b Site Plan of Shang-fang Garden 1. Enmce 
2. Main lane 

Source: Sheng, p. 149 , 1987. 
0 10 a m  3. Side lane - 4. BeIt-shaped Garden 

5 .  Garden House 
6.  Private Garden 



1.  Garden 
2. Living-room 
3. Bedroom 
4. Balcony 
5. Kiichen 
6. Semant-room 
7. Barhroom 
8. Garage 
9. Roof Tcmce 
IO. Mud-morn 
1 1. Food Repamion 
12. Dining 

House Plan for the Northern Three Rows of Houses 

House Plan for the South Two Rows of Houses 

Fig. 4 . 8 ~  House Plan 
Source: Sheng, p. 150 , 1987. 



4.9 SHAN-NAN VlUAGE (APARTMENT LILONG) 

Shan-nan Village is a cluster of sixteen point-block buildings b d t  on an 

irreguiar-shaped site. It is located at the northeast intersection of Shan-mu Road and Fu- 

shing Road in the far West of Lu-wuan District, and is only two blocks away fiom Huai- 

hai Road, where dynamic shopping activities foster an exciting urban ambiance (Fig. 

4.9a). Built in 1940, it was invested by a Christian Church and had once named as Royal 

Apartments. M e r  Liberation, its name was changed to Shan-nan Village. The t d E c  in 

the intersection seems busy. The local streets contains some flavor restaurants, grocery 

stores and a few fashion shops. 

The only entrance of Shan-nan Village is set on the West side between the fht  

and the second row of buildings, where a gas station nearby occupies the streetfiont (Fig. 

4.9b). The interna1 lanes, none of them straightforward, keep arbitrary routes as this was 

an idea permeated in the overall plan. Al1 buildings, in four-stoned high in concrete- 

W e d  structure, were designed in a same 44butter-fly" layout, and were integrated with 

patches of organic pattern of green space. The ensemble of sixteen buildings maintains 

its general orientation towards the south, however each individual building may twist a 

little angle to respond to the incoming route and the overall spatial composition. 

Each floor plan contains two 3-bedroom suites. Each suite has windows on four 

orientation and receives cross-ventilation (Fig. 4.9~). There are eight apartment suites for 

every building and that arnounts to one hundred and twenty-eight apartment suites for this 

entire lilong. Parking space of eighty-six stalls are placed dispersally, taking the odd- 

shaped or left-over land of the site. The building distance is not wide (the building 

distance ratio is 1 : 0.5 - 1: 0.8), but by h a h g  an organic organization pattern and by 

Mly using the building gap, the actuai building distance ratio is no less than 1 : 1. 



The great flexibility and elasticity penneated in the o v e d  spatial organization 

allow sixteen buildings to take fidl advantage of a compact, irregularly-shaped site, and to 

create a vivacious and pleasing ambiance throughout it. The meandering lanes draw one's 

attention fo~rard as the undulating visual sequence deal with tums of direction, change of 

views, opening up and closing down of space, and the succession of buildings that pass 

dong-side. The con- of texture, bright colored maîeriats, plenty supply of daylighting, 

and integration of landscape, ali corne into play of one's perception of the place. This 

fascinahg experience adds to the Specialness and identity of the buiit structure of Shan-nan 

ViUage (Fig. 4.9d). The beautifully landscaped greenery space enriches the sloped-roofed 

architecture, and provide different scales of open spaces for the residents to socialize. A 

group of elderly has been observed doing Tai-ji ( a Chinese slow-paced body exercise) in 

one of the open space, and clothes displaying in the open area. 

Constructed in concrete-fiame, furnished in wooden plank floors, hi&-ceilings, 

and equipped with full bath, gas, electricity, fireplaces and some other supplies, Shan-nan 

Village is one of the upper standard apartment lilong of Shanghai. Residents are happy to 

live in such a tranquil environment and still enjoy the convenience of daily life since 

public transportation and a variety of shopping choice can be found in proximity. 



SHAN-NAN VILLAGE 
Type of Lilongs: Apartment Lilong. Built Year: 1940 
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4. XU-HUI I l .  PU-TU0 
S. MIN-HANG IL PU-DONG 
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? 

Fig. 4.9a Urban Location of Shan-nan ViUage 

Fig. 4.9b Site Plan of Shan-nan Village 
Source: Sheng, p. 1 73 . 1987. 



Fig. 4 . 9 ~  Apartment Building Plan 
Source: Sheng, p. 174 , 1987. 

Fig. 4.9d View Along Intemal Lanes 



4.10 GARDEN APARTMENT (APARTMENT LILONG) 

Garden Apartrnent Lilong, 0.90 ha, is located at 1 173 West Nanjing Road in the 

southeast of Jing-an District (Fig. 4.10a). Located in a rectanpuiar-shaped site, its 

surroundings is a very floiinshuig and busy commercial area. The street facade on 

Nanjing Road are commonly four to six-storied buildings for a variety of stores. 

Garden Apartment comprised of four four-storied concrete-slab buildings, al1 

paralleled to Nanjing Road. There is only one entrance h m  Nanjing Road. The main 

lane is placed at the west end, connecting to four side lanes. Each side lane has Uitegrated 

large communal green space in the center, lustily planted (Fig .4.1 Ob). 

The northefll~~lost building has commercial space on the ground floor, accessible 

from the north, while apartment suites are placed on the upper three floors, accessible 

fiom the south. The other three buildings consist of only apartment suites and al1 are 

accessible fiom the north. There are sixty aparhnent suites in total for the whole site, 

twelve 3-bedroom suites, thirty Cbedroom, suites, twelve 5-bedmom suites, and six 6- 

bedroom suites. The great variety of suite types provides a wide range of choice to the 

tenants. Every apartment building has three entrances, and each entrance serves two 

suites per landing (Fig. 4.10~). All suites enjoy cross-ventilation. Basements are found 

in d l  buildings. The basements in the northem two buildings are attached together and 

are used as a underground coffee shop and kitchen, accessible fiom the commercial Street. 

The basements in the southern two buildings are used as depository space for the internal 

business or as storage-room for residents. 

Al1 buildings are concrete-hed structure. Their exterior display a nch western 

ornamentaiion. The three entrances on the ground floor are highiighted with ûreek- 

styled columns with gabled roof above. The interior of the apartments are furnished in 

high standard, with wooden-floor and full bathroom facilities. 



Beside the four apartment buildings, there were two rows of parking lots built on 

the southernmost part of the site, intended for thirty-six garage spots. These parking lots 

were removed after Liberation and housing were erected instead. 

There are several of smdl business such as a dry f i t  sale window, grocenes, and 

a cloth shop, clustered around the entrance and along the main lane. While maintaining a 

commercial continuity with Nanjing Road, these shops, owned by residents, also 

provided surveillance to the inside environment. Public phones are provided at the 

entrance. A game-room and a reading-room for tenants to use are houses nearby. 

There are several of negative aspects of the Garden Apartment. 1). The apartment 

suites dong the commercial street, though have good views towards the most flourishing 

district of Shanghai, are somehow disturbed by street noise. 2). The congestion around 

the entrance and along the main lane caused by small-scaled home business, has 

somehow blocked tmffic. 3). The traditional ambiance of busy activities in intimate 

scales of lanes cultivated in Shi-ku-men type of lilongs seems missing fiom this 

apartment iilong due to large-shed building mass and westemized off-ground pattern of 

apartment living. The rectangular-shaped communal green spaces in the center of lanes 

are not humane and hence are seriously under-used. 



GARDEN APARTMENT 
1 

Type of Liiongs: Apartment Liiong. Buiit Year: 1931 
Land Coverage: 0.90 ha. 

Density Land-use 
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Fig. 4.1 Oa Urban Location of Garden Apartment 

1. Entrance 
2. Main lane 
2. Side Iane 
4. Apartment Building 
5.  Garage 
6. Commercial 

Fig. 4.1 Ob Site Plan of Garden Apartment 
Source: Sheng, p. 179 . 1987. 



G round- floor Plan 

Fig. 4.1 Oc Apamnent Building Plan 
Source: Sheng, p. 178 , 1987. 



4. I l  SHING-KANG GARDEN (MIXED TYPE OF LILONG) 

Shiog-kang Garden is built on a long n m w  site between Huai-hai Road and Fu- 

shing Road in the north of Xu-hui District (Fig. 4.1 la). It is located in the east 

neighborhood of Shang-fang Garden (case 4.8). As described before, the surrounding 

area is mostly high-standard housing neighborhoods (garden lilongs), and work unit 

compounds. Commercial activities are one or two blocks away. 

Consisting of two pattern of living, Shing-kang Garden is a mixed type of lilong. 

The southem part of the site is given to four four-storied apartment buildings, situated 

quadrangliy facing to a central communal green space. The northem part of the site is 

occupied by eleven two-stoned detached garden houses, each codonted with a spacious 

private garden. A garage space containhg twenty-three parking stalls intended for the 

apartment suites, is placed in the middle of the site (Fig. 4.1 lb). 

A main lane nuis fiom the north to the south and divides the site into two. 

Provided with two entrances, the garden houses can be mainly accessed from the northem 

entrance at 1273 Huai-hai Road, and the apartments building can be accessed fiom the 

southem entrance at 1 3 60 Fu-shing Road. 

Shing-kang Garden is a high standard lilong in Shanghai. The garden houses, 

south-north oriented and widely distanced, face to grand gardeos and enclosed with 

partially-hollowed exterior walls. Each house contains two 4-beciroom suites placed at 

two levels, and accessible fiom separate entrance. The ground floor suite has a generous 

verandah, and the second floor suite has a spacious balcony. A garage rwm for both two 

suites is placed at the far end (fiom the main lane) of the house. An exterior staircase is 

anchored in front of the garden, leading to a roof terrace (used for drying clothes and 

foods, etc.) above the garage (Fig. 4.1 1). 



The house is characterized by its Spanish-style architecture, with two-sided sloped 

roof atopped with a chimney and an a r ch -hed  colonnade projecting ont0 the front 

garden (Fig. 4.1 Id). 

in the southern part of the site, each apartment building contajns two 2 - b e h m  

suites on the first three stories, and two split-level4-bedroom suites on the top two stones 

(Fig. 4.1 le). There are twenty-four 2-bedroom suites and eight Cbedroorn suites in total 

in the four apartment buildings. The building's exterior is simifar to a modem apartment 

building (Fig. 4.1 1 f). 

Both houses and apartment buildings applied concrete-fnuned structure and are 

featured with green-trimmed decoration on the exterior. The integration of two different 

types of house models has enabled an merge of two different life styles and thus promote 

social interaction between the two different user's group. The separate entrance benefit a 

convenient administration and safety control over the entire environment. The display of 

low-rise and middle-nse buildings in one neighborhood increases the enticing character 

of this environment. 

Residents living in the garden houses are generally prominent figures of 

govemment agencies, just like its original users. A few luxurious cars are observed 

parking dong the main lane. It is hard for the author to have a dialogue with residents, 

since they seldom appeared in the outside open space, nor could the author enter the 

private gardens since they are heavily guarded. 

Shing-kang Garden is featured with generous spatial standard, large greenery 

space, tastefûl layout and high quality of interior finish and utilities. There are no small 

business and venders in this lilong, but it is in close proximity to a vast array of 

convenient stores and shopping centers, as well as a diversity of enteaainment facilities. 

Though vehicles are allowed in, the trafic on the lanes is mostly internal, since the 

entrances are gated. Lustily treed and well maintained, the internal environment of 



Shing-kang Garden cultivates a pleasing and tranquif ambiance, enabling residents to tuck 

away from the intensity of a bustling city. The architecture dong with the histhc value 

of Shing-kang Garden is considered as a culturai heritage of Shanghai and hence 

preserved as an important estate by the municipality. 



SHING-KANG GARDEN 
Type of Lilongs: Garden Liiong. Buil* 1933 
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Fig. 4.1 1b Site Plan of 
S hg-kang Garden 
Source: Sheng, p. 1768 , 1987. 1. Entrance 

2. Main lane 
3. Side lane 
4. House 
5. Apartment 
6 .  Garage 



1, Living 
2. Dining 
3. Bedroom 
4. Servant 
5. Garage 
6. Verandah 
7. Pnvate Garden 

UNIT ON THE GROUND-FLOOR 

1 .  Living 
2. Dining 
3. Bedroom 
4. Servant 
5.  Roof Terrace 
6. Balcony 

1 CMIT ON THE WPER FLOOR 

Fig. 4.1 1 c Garden House Fian 
Source: Sheng, p. 168 , 1987. 

Fig. 4. l 1 d Garden House 



O r  2 3  
Fig. 4.1 1 e Apartment Building Plan d5 
Source: Sheng, p. 169 , 1987. 

Fig. 4.1 1 f Apartment Building 



CHAPTER V 

PLANNING FEATURES OF 

LILONG SETTLEMENTS 

5.1. STREET PATTERN 

As has elaborated in earlier chapters, the street network in Shanghai was derived 

fiom traditional checker-board pattem, but had changeci and twist to a high degree. The 

overd strect pattern was quite organic and random by the nrst look, but there still exist 

order and reguiarity. 

The city-grid and Street pattern in the old city especially the eariier concessions is 

comparatively regular and standardized, with a recognizable pattem of gridiron system. 

Two series of roughly paralleling streets comect to each other in a cross-intersection, 

fomllog squafe-shaped urban blocks. This pattem of urban streets has the benefit of king 

strongly connected, openly accessible and readiiy expaodable. It offers a wide variety of 

possible routes of movement through the urban blocks and accessing nodes in and out. The 

gridiron pattem can also maxùnize the nurnber of streets, the number of streethnt lots 

(thus the number of commercial units), as well as the number building rows and lots inside 
26 

blocks . The open type of cross-intersection allowing fluent circulation through blocks, 

thus cause fewer traftic jams.(Fig. 5.1 a) 

5.2. LAND-USE PATTERN 

Genedy speakmg, a lilong settlement contains housing, circulation and 

commercial land-use.(Fig. 5.2a) 

26 Reference: Michael Southworth, Peter Owens, p19, 1992. 



1). The Circulation Land-use 

The circulation land-use is composed by the network of main lanes and side lanes. 

The main lane is useâ as major public passage dowiug pedestrian movement or vehicular 

eatnc. They are usualiy 4 - 7m i d e ,  being appropriate for srnail d e  neighborly 

interaction, 

The side lanes are used by every two rows of housing facing ont0 them as walicways 

and semi-public open space. From h m ,  residents can access their home. They can also use 

the side lanes to conduct household activities or neighborly interaction. The side lanes are 

generally 2 - 4m wide. Their intimate scale in relation to the surrounding building mass 

and their exclusive use by a few residents, make them a quiet and d e  open space. The 

main lanes and side lanes fom a clearly stnictured and evenly distributed circulation 

network. 

2). Commercial Land-Use: 

Strip-pattern of commercial land use in periphery of urban blocks, decreases the 

consolidation of land for large-sale commercial development, and to promote the 

integration of commercial development with other type of developments. Parks, leisure 

facilities, education and other public service organhtion, can be maintained in an 

appropriate scale in associating with commercial streets, and hence a well-balanced multi- 

function relationship can be established. Pedestriaa accessibility in or out of blocks is 

improved. Waste or excessive use of open space is diminished. 

The randomly-distributed home businesses such as groceries, barber & tailoring 

shops, cigarette-, newspaper-stands, and fast food sale counters in the circulation and open 

areas of lilong settlements, have increased the mixecl-use chanicter of urban fabric in a 

given block. This promotes stronger social and economic interweaving within the built 

environment. 



3). Housing Land-use: 

Housing land-use is optimized within the block Protected by surrounding 

commercial buildings, a selfenclosed, semi-public space appropriate for domestic activities 

is fonned within the given block. The access to it can be positively controlled. Pedestrians 

inside the block are d e .  This improves vitality and fkquency of residents' outdoor 

activities. 

4). ûther Land-use: 

Garages take the lefiaver, irregular-shaped space, where considered not good for 

housing. 

To summarize, the evenly-distributed commercial development has established a 

fine grained pattern of urban land-use fabric, in which commercial, residentid, circulation, 

leisiirely and other land-use are intensely integrated. The spatial structure of lilong 

settlement forms dong with their sum>undings can be kept in reasonable balance. Housing 

are maximaliy unitized within the given urban lots, therefore under-used open land can be 

minimized. Pedestrian accessibility throughout the blocks is improved, and a humane and 

anti-mobile atmosphere belonging to residential environment can be achieved h i d e  the 

urban blocks. Furthemore, mixed pattern of commercial and residential land-use has 

established muhially-supportive relatiomhip between different activities. in this sense more 

dynamic character cm be established in the residential settlements. 

5 3  A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DENSITY & OTHER QUANTITATIVE 

ASPECTS OF LIL0rYC;S WTH CONTEMPORARY HOUSING PROJECTS: 

A significant featwe about lilongs is its land-consuming and low-rise pattern. The 

great degree of ground-relatedness had surely contributed to many good quaiities of the 

settlement form of lilongs. But one must question about the planning goals of lilongs, 

and how much density it c m  achieve? 



Only by studying the quantitative data of lilongs, and by comparuig them with 

that of common contemporary housing developments, can we achieve a better idea about 

its capacity of density, the advantages and disadvantages lying within its planning 

features, and how much price it had paid for its low-rise pattern. 

The lilongs chosen for this comparative study consists of the Apartment Lilongs, 

Garden Lilongs, New-type Lilongs and Shi-ku-men Lilongs. Among hem, the New-type 

and Shi-ku-men Lilongs are prime components and are most representative 

The type of projects chosen to compare with lilongs is a group of medium-rise 

walk-up apartment buildings. It represents the most common housing practice 

undertaken fiom 50s to 70s in the outskirts of Shanghai. The author selected An-shan 

Village II, An-shan Village N, and Yiou-dian Village. They are located in the northwest 

of Yang-pu District or Hong-kou District, an area where these type of projects 

prevailed.(Fig. 5.3a) 

27 
The basic information of these projects are described as follow : 

1). An-sban Viilage II: 
Land: 2.66 hwtare; Buildiop- Perc-: 15.5./0; Buüt Area Dense: 7760 

m2/ha; Q p n  @ce D-& l,88m2/1000n~ 

An-shan Village II is located in the west end of Yang-pu District in the northeast 

outskirts of Shanghai, covering a land of 2.66 ha. The surroundings are similar pattern of 

housing projects, work units' compounds, and a few manufacturers. Some commercial 

land-use is integrated in the streets. This project is mostly used by employees in the 

nearby work units, or workers in adjacent manufacturers. 

27 These information are provided by Deng Mai, Master Thesis, 1965. 
28 Open Space square meters generated by every 1000 m2 Built Area. 



Buildings are four to five-storied concrete structures in a same recbnguiar layout, 

with two large communal spaces in the center area (Fig. 5.3b). Distance between 

buildings is 17m. Every building can be either accessed nom the south or the north. No 

private gardens were initiated in the design stage, however there are some converted ones 

developed by owners themselves in later stage. 

An-shan Village has three categories of roads for circulation, o r g h d  in a 

hierarchical manner - the f k t  one, 6m wide road is the main vehicular passage; the 

second one is 3-4m wide bicycles pass; and the third one is 1-2m wide pedestrian. See 

Fig. 5.3a. 

The village almost has no social or economic daily service run by residents after 

the completion of projects. National social environment had changed, since 1949 

privatization was considered as seeds of Capitalism and should be diminished by 

Socialism. It was after the beginning of 803, under the open policy, home business are 

once more encouraged by municipality. However, due to its large-scde building mass 

and rigid spatial structure, there is less fkiendly atmosphere in the open space. Small 

scale commercial activities inside the neighborhood are never active. Other information 

refer to Diagram. 5.3a & b. 

2). An-shan Village IV: 

C o v e m :  1.67 hectare; Cov- Pere-: 24.6%; Built Deus&: 4OOOrnz~a; 

ace w: 1,891m2/1000m2. 

An-shan Village N, 1.67 ha, is located in a neighboring site of An-shan Village 

II. Buildings, two-storied in average, has rectangular layout, and are accessible only fiom 

the north. Concentrated greenery space is set in the center. Circulation system were 

clearly structured.(Fig. 5 . 3 ~ )  Two categories of roads are involved, one is 3 4 m  wide 

vehicular roads, the other is 1.2 - 1.8m wide pedesûian waikways. No home businesses 

are operated inside the project. Other information refers to Diagram. 5.3a & b. 



3).Yioudian V i g e :  

Lpnd COI: 1.12 ha; -Cov- PempUQ: 30.5%; -: 9 1 6 0 h a ;  

w: 758m2/1~m2.  

Yiou-dian Village, 1.12 ha, is located in the east of Hong-kou District, not far 

fiom An-shan Village. The surroundings are mostly work units' compounds, educational 

institutes and their residential areas. The project comprised of three-stoned, concrete-slab 

apartment buildings, alignhg in four rows.(Fig. 5.3d) 

Buildings, accessible fiom the northwest, keeps an identical 1 lm distance in 

between. Two categories of roads were constructed - one is 4-5.5m wide vehicular 

roads, with trees dong both sides; the other one is 1.2m pedestrians, paved with 

prefabncated concrete floor tiles. A few social services have been integrated into the 

ground floor. Other information refer to Diagram. 5.3a & b. 

The above three housing development al1 have mono-residential character. There 

were no official commercial land-use involved in the original planning and design stage. 

Very few public facilities have been integrated. 

Diagram 5.3a lists the Building Coverage, Average Story and Built Area Density 

of al1 selected projects. Diagram. 5.3b lists the land-use distribution in each category of 

the public, semi-public, private open space, circulation, and building (houshg & 

commercial, etc .) of the concemed projects. 

By comparatively studying the data in Diagram. 5.34 it is found that the Built 

Area Density of lilongs, especially that of Shi-ku-men Lilongs, are quite high, but their 

Open Space Density is very low in cornparison to new walk-up housing development 



From Diagram 5.3a we can assume that the argument of higher buildings 

producing higher density is not necessarily right. When the buildings go higher, the 

building distance has to be kept wider in order to assure appropriate sunlighthg 

condition. Hence a larger proportion of open spaces are created, so are the open space 

land-use percentage. The question is: how much of these Open Space can be efficiently 

used? Higher buildings mean lower building coverage percentage, which might hint the 

waste of open space also increase. 

A M e r  study on the land-use pattern of each project in Dia. 5.3b can indicate 

whether or not a balance between each category of land-use is achieved, and cm show us 

where the problems lies. The medium-nse wallc-up housing projects have a large 

proportion of land distributed in the c o m m d  greenery and undefined public open space 

categories, and have no private land. However these large proportion of public open 

space may not have sufl'icient or meaningfid fùnction to fulfill, and are not secure and 

fnendly enough to encourage residents to use them efficiently. Hence the undefmed open 

space is, in another words, no-man's land that are seriously under used. 

On the contrary, lilongs have very low communal greenery land-use and have no 

undehed public open space. There is a clear indication in this diagram that, while a 

large percentage of land were distributed for public use (defined or undefmed) in the 

medium-rise contemporary projects, a significant portion of land-use are identified in the 

semi-public and private categories in lilongs. Psychological snidies tell us that human 

beings prefer private, secured or humane open space for neighborly interaction, thus an 

efficient utilization of open space can take place. Also there should be a balance between 

each category of land-use, thus each category can be better associated and a real 

efficiency can be achieved. A large portion of public open space permeated in a 

development can be under-used but also, a lack of public open space is out of balance . 

Contemporary development of plachg hi& buildings in large open land, or 

modem theory as "Tower in the Park" concept, may not achieve real efficiency since they 



produce large proportion of open space that are not really used. Whiie the traditional 

pattern of lilongs, by maximizing the land for building use, had eliminated the waste of 

open space to a minimum. 

Another interesting finding fiom this diagram is that, the defined semi-public 

open space of lilongs are used partially as their circulation space. This means their semi- 

public land-use percentage and their circulation land-use percentage has some overlap in 

numbers. Since most side lanes in lilongs have dual function, one as circulation walkway 

and one as semi-public open space. The intimate scale of open space in side lanes enable 

themselves been positively used for neighborly interaction. Lilongs, by this particular 

way, optimize its existhg limited open land resources, and create extra bonus to its semi- 

public land-use percentage. However, lack of communal greenery and public open space 

are shortcoming of lilongs, since these attributes is positively vaiued by modem standard. 

Through the comparative study of density and land-use data of lilongs with 

mainly contemporary medium-nse walk-up housing developments in Shanghai, we can 

have a quantitative understanding about what density capacity lilong housing has. 

Much more profoundly than merely a density issue, a project has effects on out 

lives and our cities. The type of contemporary developments bring many issue into 

debate - 1s this a real good way to cultivate our dwelling environment? 1s this a real 

efficient urban form to a city? 

In 80s, the municipality of Shanghai had recognized a large shortage in existing 

housing stock and since then began to launch large housing development comprishg 

m d y  high-rise buildings. Built in the outskirts of Shanghai, these kind of development 

represent the large-scale, comprehensive housing projects prevailed in late 80s and can 

commonly attain a density of 14,000 m2/ha or even higher. 



The large type of hi&-rise & medium-rise residential developments can be 

rapidly built under modem construction technology, and generatte efficiently large 

quantity of standardized apartment mites. But there are many side effects of them. The 

dominating large-sale buildings mass often fail to mate a niendly environmental 

chanicter, or an active street life. It's also found hard to conduct a volunteering safety 

control by the users themselves. The expenses of cleaning, security and management of 

these large projects have to be laid on to the duties of the municipality, hence it's more 

costly. Lack of street life or humane scale of shopping streets also cause stagnation to the 

social dynamics of a district. 



DIAGRAM 5.3 a: DENSITY. BUILDING H E I G H T . D  BUlLDING COVEBAGE 
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DIAGRAM 5.3 b: U N D  = USE DLSTRIBIJTION ! O/ O )  
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Fig. 5.la Gridiron Pattern of Streets 
in Downtown Shanghai 
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Fig. 5.2a Typical Land-use Distribution of a Lilong Settlement 
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Fig. 5.3a Urban Location 

Fig. 5.3 b Plan of An-shan II Village 
Source: Deng, 1965. 



Fig. 5.3~ Plan of An-sban IV Village 
Source: Deng, 1965. 

Fig. 5.3d Plan of Yiu-dian Village 
Source: Deng, 1965. 



CaAPTER VI: 

LILONG HOUSING 
AS AN URBAN FORM 

6.1 LILONG AS AN URBAN FORM 

6.1.1. THREE URBAN DESIGN THEORES 

To cl&@ the generic pattern of lilong housing and to explore its urban 

characteristics, three urban design theory could be utilized: (1) figure--und theory; (2) 
29 

linkage theory; and (3) place theory. These theories differ significantly fiom each 

other, but taken together can provide with comprehensive understanding of integrated 

spatial design of a built environment. 

1). The Figure-ground Theory 

Roger illustrated in his book, that, The jigure-ground theory is founded on the 

stu& of the relative land coverage of buildings as solid mass Uîgure) to open voih 

(groun d)... Each urban environment has an existing pattern of solids and voiak, and the 

Jigure-ground approach to spatial design is an attempt to dari& the structure of urban 

spces  and the generic patterns of mass and voids in a city or district. .. He also added 

that, The figure-ground drawing, a two-dimensional abstraction in plan view. is a 

graphic tool in revealing these relationship b.97). 

II). The Linkage Theory 

Roger explained about Linkage Theory: Unlike the figure-ground theory, which is 

primarily based on patterns of solid ami void, the linkage theory tries to organize a 

system of connections, or a network, that establishes a structure for ordering spaces 

(p.97). These linking elements can be streets, pedestrian ways, and linear open space, 

29 Reference: Roger Trancik, Finding Lost Space - Theones of Urban Design, 1986, Chapter IV, p97-124. 

99 



etc., that physicaily connect the parts of a city. It places emphasis on the circulation 

diagram rather than the spatid diagram of the figure-ground theory. 

III). The Place Theory 

The place theoty goes one step beyondfigure-ground and linhge theories in îhat 

it ad& the components of humun needs and cultural, historical and narwal contexts 

(Roger, 1986, p.98). It gives physical space additional richness by incorporating unique 

forms and details indigenous to its setting. Ln place theory social and cultural values, 

visual perceptions of users, and an individuai control over the immediate public 

environment are important p ~ c i p l e s .  

Each of these approaches has its own values, but are interrelated. Combining the 

three, it can give a comprehensive evaluation on various facets of a particular structures 

within a built environment - the mas-void relationship, organization pattern, and its 

sensitivity to human needs. 

6.1.2. SPATIAL FEATURES - STUDYING LILONGS IN THE FIGURE-GROUND 

THEORY: 

Reviewing the general plan of a lilong settlement, it can be seen that the building 

coverage is denser than the open space, thereby giving shape to the public opening - in 
30 

other words, creating positive voids, or "space-as-object". The open space in a lilong 

settlement has a well-defmed shape. They seems to be carved out of the building mass as 

a continuous flow linking intenor and exterior spaces. Without the critical coverage of 

housing mass, this spatial continuity would be impossible. Void here is conceived as a 

positive entity in an integrated relationship with surrounding solids. The void space are 

the vesse1 containhg human beings social activities, represent the tension between the 

individual and the collective. They also represent transitions between the public and the 

30 A term used in Finding Lost Space, p98. 



private, and armas for discourse and interaction. A predominant field of solid (mass 

housing) and voids (open space) created in this way are o k n  caIied as urban fabric 

(Roger, 1986, p.99). This relationship of solids to voids can reveal the generic spatid 

pattem of a iilong settlement. 

To M e r  clar* the spatial pattem of lilong settlements, severai types of solids 

and voids have to be examined. The solids in lilongs is fomeà by a mixed pattern of 

mass detemiined by their usage, in which commercial mass take the street fiont and 

residential mass occupy the interna1 urban block, with appropriate spacing, bulk and 

vertical dimension. A repetition and a predominant field of this mass pattem establish a 

continuous urban fabric, setting up a vocabulary that governs building volumes and 

facade styles in old districts of the city. 

Like urban solids, there are certain definable urban voids. 1). The first is the entry 

foyer space that establishes the important transition fiorn common temtory to semi-public 

domain. Security surveillance by the randomly dispersed small business or vendors, and 

the fact of residents peering out theu windows forming "eyes on the street", are 

significant social consideration of the entry. The entry space is also a semi-public 

gateway visible to a selected few fiom the streets and announcing the arriva1 of 

individuals to their own space (Roger, 1986, p.99). 2). A second type of voids is the 

primary network of lanes and squares, a category that corresponds to the predominant 

field of building mass and that contains the active semi-public life of the settlement 

(Roger, 1986, p. 103). As extensions of the home and places for discourse among 

neighbors, they formed a systematic hierarchy of order fiorn citywide routes to locally 

controlled space for communication. They are places to be - to spend time in as well as 

corridors through which to move. 

By using figure-ground theory, we can identify the basic spatial pattern of a lilong 

settlement is its clear-stnictured mass-void relationship and finely integrated urban fabnc. 

We can also comprehend the functional meanings of voids which are usually found vague 



in contemporary urban development. In lilongs, mass and voids are sûuctured more in 

balance, hence they coexist effectively. With the large land coverage of housing mas, 

space left out are still enjoyable and meaningful. Lilongs, in low-rise pattern, achieved 

land-use efficiency by optimizing the use of every inch of space. 

Conûary to lilong settlements, recent housing estates, where the buildings are 

more figural, or as fiee-standing objects, produce unconfined voids. The relationship of 

solids to voids is poorly baianced, hgments became disjointed. Urban space is 

fiequently intempted or weakened and sometimes lost. As in the "Tower in the Park" 

concept, the attempts to place vertical elements over a large ground plane result in vast 

open spaces difficult to maintain or control and hence seldom used or enjoyed 

(Schoenauer, 1994, p. 1 17). 

6.1.3. ORGANIZATION PATTERN- STUDMNG LILONGS IN THE LINKAGE 

THEORY: 

In linkage theory point of view, the basic linking elements in lilong settlements 

are their networks of main lanes and side lanes. They fom the circulation and primary 

organization structure of this settlement. A basic house fom resolving upon the 1-g 

elements generates the settlement h. The individual house can be added or subtracted 

fiom the linking elements without changing the settlement fonn of a lilong. 

The main lanes are usually placed in the center or busy location of a site, with 

their intersection with commercial streets as entrantes of a lilong. They are usually 6m 

wide at least, allowing vehicles and bicycles to pass. Varying in numbers, they fonn the 

fist level of circulation network, introducing the public space of a city into the semi- 

public space of a settlement. 



The side lanes are to link the main laae to the entry gate of each dweiiing unit. 

There are several types of side lanes - one connects the main lanes on both ends; the 

second one connects the main lane on one end, while the other end remains as a cul-de- 

sac; and the third one connects the main lane on one end, whiie the other end is lefi open 

to a commercial me t .  The side lanes, as pedestrians, are usually 2Sm wide at least, 

however some are only 1.5m. Since many families tend to use their back entraaces to 

access their houses, or to remove part of their howwork fiom kitchens to side lanes, the 

h c t i o n  of side lanes are getting complicated. The side lanes are the secondary ievel of 

circulation network comecting the semi-public space of the settlement to the private 

domain of dwelling activities. They also function as the semi-private open space of the 

settlement. The linking pattern of side lanes with main lanes can be in T- or Cross- 

shaped, with some in a more organic pattern. 

The hierarchical order of organization network fiom public to semi-public, to 

semi-private, and to private, can not only maintain a circulation efficiency on main lanes, 

but also ensure the children' safkty, and protect the intimacy of dweiling life on side 

lanes. This hierarchical pattern of circulation network decreases the disturbance of 

trespass tranic, and help to establish a sense of order, or unit identity (e.g. unit number), 

for al1 houses within the settlement. The cul-de-sac pattern of linking elements are 

advantageous to safety, control, selfhanagement by residents, thus a tranquil 

environment for dwelling activities can be achieved within the bustling location of 

commercial area. 

The study of linkage element of lilong settlements is important to the 

understanding of their urban structure. 

6.1.4. THE SENSE OF PLACE - STUDYTNG LILONGS IN THE PLACE THEORY: 

In abstract, space is a purposehl void with the potential of physical contents. It 

only becomes a place when it is given a contextual meaning denved fiom cultural or 



regional background (Roger, 1986, p.112). While types of space can be denned by 

categories or typologies based on physical properties, each place is unique, taking on the 

character of its history and surroundings. A place is a space which has a distinct 

character, and a stable system in which people can develop their social, cultural and 

political values and behaviors (Roger, 1986, p. 1 13). 

In order to give space an emotiod content - a presence that is more than 

physical, some aspects need to be taken into account in spatial design: the local history, 

the feelings and needs of the populace, the tradition of craftsmatlship and indigenous 

materials, and the political and economic realities of the community. 

The good t b g s  about lilong housing is that it has many attributes which are 

devoted to the creation of meaningful places, hence their residents are ver- proud to c d  

it as home. 

The spatial enclosures of the senlement form, clear boundary formed by 

streetfionts, unique form of entry gateway, and a gradual spatial declaration fiom the 

public space of the city to a semi-public space for residence, demonstrate a strong 

presence of a community. The definable urban edge, or boundary is, as Martin Heidegger 

had described, "not that ut which something stops, but thatfiom which sornething begins 

ifs presenting ". The uoifying architectural characteristics which derived fiom a repetition 

of a single or several of house models, increases lilongs' environmental identity and 

uniQing character. Each lilong, as a spatial and social unit, has its own distinctiveness. 

Local vitality based on a mixed pattern of urban land-use, and small business or 

vendors springing up in and around the settlement, activates residents' lives. Safety, 

controi, local administration and small scaied community activities, e ~ c h e s  social, 

cultural and political contents of the physical space. 



Possibility for p e r s o ~ t i o n  allows residents to experience and exert control 

over their immediate outdoor space. The inhented humane scale, usable open space for 

each f d y ,  and d e  ground for children and elderly, al1 add up to the feeling of king at 

home. Traditional omamentation, craftsmanship and local materials depict the history of 

locale and deliver the contiauity of t h e .  

6.2.1. FOUR COMMWJSITY DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

The study of lilong housing is not about an individual house form, or groups of 

houses. It is about a pattern of urban fom in which a complex interplay of physical, social, 

economic and political forces had corne to form and shape the places. The physical form of 

this settlement shelters a community in association with its seff-administrated o r g h t i o n ,  

social structures and economical services. In order to address the comprehensive design 

issues involved in generation of this urban form, or to examine the livability of the 

settlement environment, one must first consider the interaction between two essential 

components of community - the physical environment and the user. Only by adopting an 

interdiscipllliary system in evaluation and by examining hoth components, can we achieve a 

comprehensive understanding of the bctionai, environmental and psychological living 

qualities within the built structure of the settlement.. 

Reviewing prominent urban design theories in recent years, the "Four Principles of 
3 1 

Cornmunity Design" by Shenvin Greene has encompass the broad range of design 

considerations involved in evaluating the quality of places and the quality of living. 'Ibey 

represent distinct and vital attributes, signifiant enough to have universal application to al1 

environment, and broad and flexible enough to be utilized and explored in any given 

Reference: Sherwin Greene, Cityshape: Communicating And Evaluating Community Design, APA 
Journal 179, p. 179-1 85, 1992. 



condition(Shenvin, 1992, P.180). Foiiowing is a brief outhe of the four concemed 

principles associaîed with its coffesponding quaiities or sutFcnteria 

FUhrCTI0NrequU.e~ t h  the k i g n  work e$ktNe&yfor the convenience and cornfort of dl its users. 

1). Linkage 

2). Secvity 

3). Comfort 

4). DNersity 

ORDER mswes thal wers can become oriented to the environment and unabstand if. 

1). Cokrence 

2). Clarity 

3). Contimity 

4). Balance 

IDENTITYdenotes a v h l  image of the emironment that refects special or unique qualities. 

1). Focus 

2)- Uniry 

3). Chamcter 

4). Speciulness 

APPEAL charucferires a design that gives plearwe to iits users over tirne. 

1). Scale 

2). Appropriateness 

3). Vitality 

4). Hannony 

The above Four Principles will be used as a reference in the following illustration, in 

which the author will elaborate the major concemed features that have made lilong 

senlements a meaningfùi place. Some drawbacks observed in lilongs will also be 

elaborated at the same tirne. 

The principle and quaiities involved in cornmunity or urban fom design are broad, 

the number and type of lilong settlements are numemus. It is hard to cover the broad range 



of issues or to conduct a genedzed assumption to al1 Uongs, whose qualities may Vary 

one h m  another. An accurate evaluafion wili have to build on more accurate and profound 

information. Hence the foliowing analysis can only be used as a reference, or viewed as 

experience drawn on h m  the cases that the author had surveyed. 

6.2.2. THE QUALITY OF LIVING IN LILONG SETTLEMENTS 

Linkage 
The linkage of a lilong to its urban setting is established by its entrances. An 

entrance is usually set among its commercial units at streetfront, taking on the space of one 

mit in the plan. The entrances are the ody horizontal connection the Lilong settlement has 

with its wban surrounding, and through which the internal society can communicate 4 t h  

the rest of the city (Fig. 6.2.2a). 

The idea of using the entrances as the exclusive linking elernent fiom Lilong 

settlement to its urban setting has three basic hctions. l).The simple architectural 

articulation of entrance intends to maintain the spatial continuity of streetscape. It is 

interesting that streetshoppers may sometimes even unable to notice the entry way is an 

access towards a residential cornmunity. 2). The economic land occupancy of entrances also 

intends to Save urban land. It is observed that ail the sîreetfbnt urban space is taken by 

shops, stores and other commercial activities. Even the entry way is sometimes partially 

filled up with small-scale businesses. 3). The limited number of entrauces is advantageous 

for d e t y  control over the internal environment, and to maintain administration towards al1 

the passers-by. 

Securfty 
The limited entrances, the efficient use of open space and lanes, and residents' self 

control over theh immediate environment, have combined to establish a hierarchicai 

surveillance system which assure the community strong sense of security (Fig. 6.2.2b). 



This character is more apparent in Shi-ku-men type of lilongs, where neighbors have higher 

sacialiy responsible attitude, and spaces were conceived in more intimate d e .  

Throughout the built environment, there is rarely a patch of no-man's land. Every 

space is conceived positively or in an ecowmic sense. The space in a side lane is kept in 

v q  intimate scaie, 2 - 4m wide, allowing 2 - 3 person to p a s  at one time, and most side 

lanes are cd-de-sacs. Even though when no residents is out in open area to watch, strangen 

still can't escape the eyes fkom indoors. People sharing one side lane is Like a big-family. 

They care for each others. M e r  ail, the small shops or home-base businesses scattered 

around the public domain are voluntariiy in watching of passer-by in the main lanes. This 

amenity is especiaiiy beneficial to children (Fig. 62.2~). 

Cornfort 
Once stepped inside the entrance of a lilong, one wiii be impressed by the sharp 

contmst of internal peace with e x t e d  turbulence. This physical ease fostered in lilongs is 

mainly atûibuted to the continuous shops at streetfbnts acting as a spatial acoustic b a e r  

that blocks out the street noise. Though located in busy district, and sunoundeci by M c  

and commercial activities, the intemal residential spaces are set fke h m  the exterior urban 

noise. The daily living zones of dweiling uni& are further protected h m  noise generated in 

main lanes by high gabled-wds featured in corner buildings of every housing row (Fig. 

6.2.211). 

The hieranihical spatial sequence of circulation network assure a sense of order to 

the internal environment, as dif5erent dwelling activities are distributed at diflierent levels. 

Functional comfort was generally achieved in the New-type, &den and Apartment 

type of lilongs. Their housing units usually have upper or high standard interior facilites 

and finishes such as several of bathrooms, separate kitchen and dinning-room, a library, gas 

& elecûicity (utilities), marble or wooden flwring (finish), and even a garage and a 



fireplace. However, the Shi-ku-men type of Lilong didn't even have basic sanitary facility - 
the bathroom, and most kitchens didn't use gas. 

Visuai cornforts was also bette? achieved in the New-type , Garden or Apartment 

type of Mongs. There are two successfùl examples in fonning pleasing places by skillful 

integration of greenery with architecture- One is Chang-le Village - a New-type lilong 

(Case 4.4), where beautifiilly landscaped open gardens create a delightful scenery and 

embellishes the white walls, red tiles of the traditional architecture. The other one is Shan- 

nan Village - an Apartxnent lilong (Case 4.9), where the dense woods in organic and vibrant 

layouts has set off the solid structures and conceaied their big scale. It also creates ever- 

changing vista dong the meandering lanes. Garden iüongs ofien have generous greenery 

space and beautifully landscaped gardens to achieve visual sense of vitality (Case 4.8 & 

4.1 1). 

On the contrary, the Shi-ku-men type of lilong generally has a very compact space. 

Therefore they have to rely on Uinovative articulation of greenery to create visuai asset. As 

in the case of Tong-fu Li (Case 4.3), vivacious vines and plants, sprawling dong the gabled 

walls or growing on the wooden fiames, has generated a delightfid natural green pavilion in 

the main lane, under which groups of children and elderly love to stay (Fig. 6.2.2e). 

However, the quality of comforts and visual ease is not weii achieved in some lilong 

settlements, especially the earlier-built Shi-&men lilongs due to a shortage of space and a 

lower standard condition (Case 4.1). Some have d e r e d  h m  extremely narrow lanes, 

small unit space, lacking of communal greenery. Dw to these faftors, comforts had fded 

to be achieved in the buiit environment However, even though it is hard to find a well- 

defined greenery space in common area of a Shi-ku-men lilong, it is not hard to discover 

many mini scale of visual pleasure or delight of green in the courtyards, on wiadows, and 

baiconies, created by their dwellers. 



To Sufnmarize, though the Level of physical cornforts might Vary in different lilongs, 

the emotionai sense of tranquillity and order cultivateci in the build environment is a 

common achievement to ail lilongs, no matter old and new. 

Oivenily 
Dweiling activities are based on two envirollfnents. One is physical environment, 

consisting of physical form, building type and structures; the other one, is social 

environment, compnsing amiable atmosphere of community, relatiomhip between 

neighbors, shopping conditions, education & health-care facilitates, and public service 

convenience, etc.@ao, 1992, p.59). The nrst one may contains the "standard of living", but 

the second one represent the "quality of living", which is more hdamentaliy appreciated 

and imreasingly pursued by modem dwellers. 

Chinese people living in the city habihially go to food market early morning. For 

them, they have to first purchase daily food necessity such as meat, vegetables and f i t s  

before going to work. They also have to purchase breakfast on their way back home. The 

moming in Shanghai is vibrant and busy, oflen referred as "battling morning". It is a 

common phenornenon that people rush to work whiie eating their breakfast. Hence the 

shopping conditions must be made favorable to them in a good settlement. 

Preschool education and health-care is another consideration for families. 

Kindergartens, elementary schools and hospitais should be a short distance away, or easily 

accessible, since parents n o d y  have to send their kids to kindergartens or schools on 

their way to work. The mixed pattern of social program and facilities can bring dong more 

daily convenience to dwellea. 

In this respect, lilongs' mixed pattern of dwelling fonns creates high degree of 

social diversity to urban mechanism and have made the urban living convenient, dynamic 

and pleaswable. Moming shopping cm be undertaken in food market in pmximity. 



Brealcfast can be bougbt h m  reîÎeshment stores at adjacent deys or streets. This life 

convenience con- to the scarcity of choice in mono-residentiai districts dominateci by 

concrete-slab prefabricated hi&-rise buildings, b d t  in late 70s or 80s. 

There are many elementary and secondary schools in downtown area, so 

preliminary education can be easily p m e d  in adjacent areas of lilongs. Teachers also 

prefer to stay in economic and socially dynamic districts. Hospitals is within convenient 

accessible range, or it wiil be economically more aEordable by taking a cab to get to 

hospitals should an emergency occur. 

Downtown Shanghai offers the most dynamic night Me in the world, where 

shopping, theaters, aad night bars have woven a vivid and colorfùl pictures of urban 

amusement. Even today, window-shopping dong major commercial streets (e.g. Nanjing 

Road, & Huai-hai Road) has been taken as a modem type of pleasure, especially enjoyed by 

young. To enrich people's Me, municipality of Shanghai recentiy stipulateci that the major 

commercial streets in downtown such as Nanjing Road and Huai-hai Road be opened as 

pedestrian walkway exclusively after 6:00 pm on weekends. This is another thing favorable 

to residents of Old Residential District (ORD), since they are dl close to these pmsperous 

streets. This pleasurable and delightful arnenity available for people to enjoy today is 

something that had deeply rooted in the initial urban land-use patterns, application of 

settlement forms, scaies, intensity and their relatiomhip with streets. Not doubtful, the 

integration of living and commercial activities witbin one urban block, and the disposition 

of human-scaled commercial streets have contnbuted to generation of the excitement and 

charming character of the old residential districts. 

The broadest possible mix of residential, commercial, social and cultural variety, 

promotes city vitality. The street-Me created by the built structures is something that can 

make a city identifiable and exciting. Jane Jacob has commenteci that: "Ci@ streefs musf 

consianfi) be active and controlled by people who live, work and relate tu them in housing 



32 
und employmenf buildings- For her, the hustle and bustle of crowded sidewaik Me in the 

corridor streets generates the excitement, interaction, and beauty that form the essence of 

what makes central areas of great cities around the world so appealing. 

Lilong is a muhialy-supportive and sociaily and vice versa controliable pattern of 

urban form. Prosperity in cornmercid streets e ~ c h  residents' Ise. Populace of residential 

area in the old city form the strength that cm assure d e  waiicing in downtown streets. 

Space behiad commercial uni& cm be used as workplace or storage. Extra heat and 

electricity generated in large shopping stores can be utilized for residential use over nights. 

Home business in lilongs facilitate convenience of daily living and create opportunity for 

self-employment. Ssociai organization and public senice within the settlement provide 

residents especially the elderly an chance to exert their energy and enthusiasm. Children 

and the old, spending tirne together, have established an understanding and mutualiy 

supportive relationship when working parents are out. Within the built structure, 

"fhctional integration is matched by a degree of social integration." As KeWi Lynch has 

stated, this quality is "surely a legz'rimate jkature ofgood seitlements, within which one can 

organize politicailj when the need for conrrd mises. ... For certain age groups, 

pwtimlarly the young and 014 a place-based social communiîy is quite imporant in 

maintuhing serf-protection and self-onsciotlsness (Lynch, 198 1, p.248-249). 

In short, this t p e  of settlement, decreases the noise and drnger ojfast trafic, and 

increases the possibility of local organization and control, al1 without major cost (&ynch, 

1981, p.248). Apart fiom that, the fact of being in an identijiable settlement which has 

quiet, sufi interd lunes, easily accessible dcily services and vital street-life in close 

proximiîy, hm make the living so plemrable. Everyone is mare  of the diwrsity mound 

him or her, and is in visual contact with other ways of life (L,ynch, 198 1, p.303). 

32 Source: David R. Hill, Jane Jacob's Ideas on Big, Diverse Cities, - a Review & Commentary. 



c18fity 
Clarity is, in a mal1 place the seme of how its pmts fir together, and in a latge 

settlement the sense of orientation (Lynch, 198 1 ,  p. 1 34). 

Applying to ali lilongs, a clear sense of entrance and closure, and hierarchicai spatial 

structure, make the settlement more comprehensible and improve its response to the quality 

of clarity (Fig. 6.2.2f). 

AU side lanes stem oahogonally firom main lanes, or parailel to urban streets. This 

help the residents, even the new corners, to be easily oriented in the intemal environment of 

lilong settlements. Buildings are generally north-south orientateci. 

nie drarnatic visual rhythm fonned by a repetition of buildiugs, their court-yards 

and entry gates, convey the sense of continuity and emphasize the principle of order. 

Balance 
The urban space of lilongs is conceived horizontally rather than verticaliy, havhg 

large land coverage. Its solids (building mas) consisting of primarily low-rise buildings, 

spatially define a series of intimate sa le  wban voids (interna1 open space). The shape of 

space carved out of the mass are clear and identifiable, hence appropnate usage in them can 

be assumed This relationship between the dominated mass coverage and positive use of 

open space help to establish a sense of spatial balance within the built structure. 

The predominate coverage of low-rise housing development in central city generates 

a fine-grain pattem of urban fabnc, dWering h m  a rather rough-grain pattern of urban 

fabnc in the city outskirts. 



Idsntity 
'Ydentity is the extent to which a person can recognize or recall a place as being 

distinct fiom 0 t h  places - as having a vivid or unique, or ut least a purticular, character 

of ifs own (Lynch, 1981, p.13 1). " 

Lilong settlements were usually built by small developers using traditional 

construction methods. U&e contemporary prefabricated housing developments 

constnicted in the city outskirts of Shanghai where mono character dominates the urban 

fabric, the lilong settlements usuaüy have more individuality and specialty. The variety of 

lilong types bestowed architectural richness to the physical form of Lilongs. The miQing 

character of a sealement denved h m  repetition of its basic components and order 

sîrengthened the senlement's identity and the sense of a place. 

Focus 
A focal point as a place of assembly, or social intercourse, is very important in 

comrnunity design. It is noticed that a fked object acts as a magner to movable 

objects(Gordon, 1961, p. 103). In the case of human settlements, meaningfid or hctional 

fixed elements can armtct the most movable objects - human beings. A tree provides shade 

and shelter; a bench allows people to sit; a shop solicits people to ünger; and a newspaper- 

board attracts people to stay and read. People themselves, for diffeient reasons, also need 

anchorage in their various outdoor activities of trade, recreation and social Life. Hence lands 

of greenery, pieces of sitting area, groups of shops, and nodes of public service, tum the 

dissociated strem of people into groups, and becorne identifiable railying points. These 

features have al1 been skillfully integrated in most of lilongs (Fig. 6.2.2g). 

Scsle 
Appeal is an intuitive human feeling response to aesthetic appreciation of objects. 

Whilst culturai factors will have a profound influence upon the mdestation of aesthetic 



perception, the fiindamental mechanisms seem to be univemal which had traascend tirne 

and culture. it (appeal) may deal with pattern of rhythm, state of balance, degree of 

hamiony, and sensitivity of scales, etc., - to include ali, the pleasure of sensation, especidy 

the visuai, authentic and emotional pleasure received in the pncess of eqerienchg the 

objects. 

Scale is also an attribute of the "Appeal". Human sale can make a space inviting 

and friendly and thus muse a person intense sense of famiüarity and comfort while 

walking through it. The amiable atmosphere attained in side lanes of lilongs ad& to the 

fnendly feeling of the places. Given the subaopical condition of the region, the city is hot 

in summer and cold in winter. The appropriate building distance arrangement assures 

sutncient suoshine in the ground-floor mm, but also maintains a large portion of shady 

area in side lanes. Hence in summer, the direct radiation into side lanes ody lasts for two 

hours at noon. The busy social life lead by residents at mornings and afternoons won? be 

effected by the hot sun, and many people have taken it as the best place to enjoy the cool. 

The side lanes are dso protected fiom wind flow in sever winter. The nice micro-climatic 

environment ensures fkequent use of side lanes, forming a vivid and chamhg scene of 

dwelling activities of the most ordinary people (Fig -6.2.2h). 

Attributes of appeal is hard to be briefly concluded hem. True qualities of an 

aesthetic place can only be comprehend when al1 circumstance of a project are given. 

Generally speaking, for lilong settlement as a whole, their sense of order and rhythm, 

quality of harmony and conformity, and intimate-de streetscape, are part of the elements 

that make lilong' space appeaiing. 

63. LILONG HOUSING AS AN EMBODIMF,NT OF DmLLING CULTURE 

There is one factor that the author wants to specifidly point out as a more 

f'undamental and essential point to understand of the Life in lilong. The culturai and 



behavioral habits of a nation, or a certain region, has played an important role in the way of 

using their shelters. 

Lilong housing was nrstly introduced h m  Westem row housing. It bears many 

similar characteristics such as aligning in rows, and many similar advantages such as cost- 

efficiency in ternis of economic use of hfktructure and initial site development expense, 

or energy-efficiency by shahg the cornmon wails. However, differed significantly h m  

row housing, lilong settlements had created an unique type of atmosphere which is 

indigenous to Cbese  dwelling culture and behavior - a fiequent and strong social 

interaction allowed by the built form. Chinese people have long developed an ethic habit 

and behavior in th2Ù dwelling activities. People Iike to spend time together. They consider 

social activities and neighboriy interaction to be pleasurable experience or fun. They like to 

eat together (making dumphg), playing games ("ma-jiang" or "poker") in a group, sitting 

aroimd to chat, or taiking about legendary Stones ("long-men-Zhen") in courtyards, etc. 

Lilong housing has taken into account the cultural background of Chioese dwelling 

and integrated the concerned issues in the process of design. By allocating at least one 

courtyard and a portion of usable open space for each family, and by allowing a spatial 

fluidity through them, the daily communication can be conducted while doing housework, 

and socializing pleasure can take place in an elastic way in the courtyard, in the lanes, and 

enjoyed by al1 (Fig. 6.3). 

Living so close to each other, sharing experience and amusement every &y, the 

families inside the lilong become one big f d y .  Stroag sense of belongings, social esteem 

are aroused in the built structure and grow in every day life. The local residence's 

cornmittee, comprised of warm-hearted senior citizens, represent the local politicai power, 

under whose leadership, the whole comrnunity make efforts to constnict a pleasant and 

civilized living environment. 



As Amos Rapport (1969, p.28) has elaborateà, "The house is an ini~titution, not just 

a structure, created for a cornplex set of pwposes. Because building a house is a cz1Itwal 

phenomenon, ifs form a d  organkation are greatiy influenced by the cuIturaI milieu to 

which it belongs. ... if provision of shelter is the passive fimction of the house, then ifs 

positive purpose is the creation of an environment best suiled to the way of life of people - 
in other words* a social ami culhaal unit of w c e .  " 

The idea of a settlement a a social control mechanism, so strong in traditional 

c u b e s  ut least. may no longer appïj with as much fwce in a society with the fumalized 

and institutionalized conirol systems of today. ...... The link between culture and fonn is 

weakned due to the fa t  development of technology and widely application of them without 

partidur concerns io a @en contxt ...... As a result houshg fonns and pattern are 

internationuliued, neglecting the local culture that huve accumulated indigenous custom 

and habits. (Rapport, 1 969, p.22-44) 

Only by understanding that houses or settlements are not only physical containers of 

a group of dweilers but also psychological embodirnents of dwelling activities, dwelier's 

culture and religious belief, etc., which are more hdamentaly rooted in Life than the 

architecturai foms, cm humane and appealing residentiai environment be constnicted. The 

designers of Lilong projects understoud this very well. 



Fig. 6.2.2a Entrance as the Transition Between 
the City and the Community 

Fig. 6.2.2b Hierarchical Security System 
1 .  Entrance: Control Node 
2. Side Lanes: Cul-de-sac 
3. Main Lanes: Small-scaled Home Business as Eyes 
on the Streets 



----------a 
Home-business & Cornmittee Ofice at the Entrance 

Fig. 6 .2.2~ 

high gable-wall 
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Safe Play-Ground for Children 

Fig. 6.2.26 Separation of Public. Semi-public and Private Zones 
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Fig. 6.2.2e Planting Along Lanes in Shi-ku-men Lilongs 

Fig. 6.2.2f CIarity in Spatial Organization 
Source: Sheng, 1987. 



Fig. 6.2.2g News bulletin and Sitting Area 
as Focus in Public Area 

Fig. 6.2.2h Intimate-scaled Strretscape & Micro-clhatic 
Environment Inside Lanes 



Fig. 6.3 The Lanes on Sunday 
Household Activities Promote Neighborl y Interaction 
Source: Bao. 1992. 



POSTSCRIPT 

Lilong housing, king of the most prevalent mass housing and exclusively built 

before 1949, had once taken on 60% - 70% of downtown land. Currently they account 

for 38.65% of gros fioor-area of Shanghai housing (old and new), and their occupants 

make up more than a haif of the city 's population.(Yu, 1 992, p. 1 48) 

As a key player in urban tissue and crucial components in housing package, lilong 

housing encouater intense challenge in contemporary urban renewal, which has stormed 

big cities of China during the new economic development era. A large part of lilongs 

(mainly Shi-ku-men type) are equipped with crude, backward facilities that needs major 

and fhdamentai upgrading. The problem exposed are categorized below: 

First, the congestion due to subdivision (in post-design stage) of the original 

space, cause the living condition irnproper and the living area per capita too low for the 

modem standard. The subdivided rooms are often separated only by wooden panels or 

plywood pl&, thus the interference of noise between neighbors are imaginable. 

Second, the living facilities in lilongs especially Shi-ku-men type are not 

complete. According to a sample inspection conducted in Shi-ku-men lilongs, 56.2% 

families have no pnvate kitchens; 72.5% families have no gas supplying appliances and 

have to depend on briquette stoves which cause senous pollution; and over 99% families 

are not equipped with toilet facilities and thus have to use nightstools (Yu, 1992, p.149- 

150). 

Third, the aging structure and low maintenance & repair have resulted in 

deterioration or collapse of many lilongs. The majority of existuig Shi-ku-men buildings 

have king existence for more than sUay years, with some exceeding seventy years. 



Some lilong buildings have been observed to d e r  firom lealchg, slanting, cracking and 

eroding problems (Yu, 1992, p. 150). 

Currently, the urban renewal prognims of the municipality contains rehabilitation 

(adaptation) and regeneration of houses in the old district, both includes tasks of 

relocating residents from their original communities and construction of large amount of 

stereotyped buildings in the city's outskirts. Though the physical part of living condition 

including floor-area standard per person is improved in the newly built multi-storied or 

high-rise housing developments, the emotionai appeal and living qualities fostered in the 

old residential districts fade away. Dficulties in transportation arises. Inconvenience in 

shopping accompanies. People are deprived of their opportunities from ground-related 

living and hence lose their fiequent ground-related pattern of social interaction. 

Residents more ofien meet in elevators but seldom greet to each other. The sense of 

securîty and social cordiality, and the idea of king a collective and helping each other 

when difficulties occurs, so strong in the traditional pattern of lilong settlement, are 

diminis hed. 

On the other hand, land developers in downtown strive to exploit every inch of 

transferred land, by putting up expensive, rnulti-functional hi&-rise towers or point- 

blocks of offices, residence or the combined, to pursue the utmost profit. If this trend 

continues, the downtown Shanghai will be utilized to operate for commerce, finance and 

business, and to accommodate those privileged or nch who can a o r d  to stay. The city's 

demographic profile will change. The city's urban tissues will be reorganiaed. Evenly- 

distributed, linear pattern of commercial streets will be gradually engulfed by the 

concentrated mega-structured commercial shopping centers. The active street life based 

on humane scales and relying on sufEcient numbers of downtown dwellers will thus 

up. The cultural tradition and social values so distinctive in this a e  city will vanish, 

and Shanghai will follow the mistake in its urban development history that many North 

American cities had made in their fast urbanhtion. 



The decentralization and suburbaniration once prevailed in North American has 

cawd,  to some degree, the segregation of residential and commercial activities, the duil 

atmosphere of downtown s t ~ ~ t  life, and large waste of urban infkastructure, etc. 

However, living standard and vast national resources of land in these c o d e s  can std l  

enable people living in suburb to commute to downtown more easily than people living in 

a developing country, as automobiles in North America is an &orciable and common 

means for daily traasportation. But in Chllia, the huge population has placed automobiles 

an undependable transportation means for ordinary people due to the scarce land for 

parking, let alone to Say, people can't a o r d  them except a few extremely nch. Under 

this situation, people in Shanghai will be more unwiliing to commute to downtown once 

they are relocated far from city center, and thus the segregation of different activities and 

zones, and the under-used city service and idkastructure will have more devastating 

effects. 

The study of lilongs as an urban form aims at, apart from clarifjhg its design 

concepts and ideas, exploring its positive factors which have made this pattern of 

dwelling pleasurable and appealing. By stressing some sensitive issues involved in the 

contemporary housing development in Shanghai in a cornparison with valuable 

experience drew fiom lilong dwelling, this thesis wish to contribute to a comprehensive 

understanding of real qualities of urban dwelling, and to cal1 on architects and planners, 

to apply the essence of lilong concepts in new houshg design, and to heighten their sense 

of social responsibility in making our cities and dwelling environment, not only 

physically but also socially, culturally and environmentally, more livable. 
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